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Abstract
In recent years, component- and service-orientation has gained importance as the new
paradigm in software engineering, and it has introduced the challenge of dynamic
component look-up and binding into the validation and verification process. This in-
troduces a new class of inherently dynamic properties that have to be verified when
the system is running in its target environment rather than at development time. Ad-
ditionally, the separation of interface specification and the implementation combined
with uses of Application Programming Interfaces (API) in contexts not envisioned by
their developers often lead to subtle faults and consequent failures that are hard to di-
agnose. This problem is exacerbated when components or services are bound dynam-
ically during deployment, and hence are not known during development and testing.
One important implication of this is that it significantly limits the assurance of quality
and reliability that testing at development time can give. Consequently, more quality
assurance has to take place after the deployment of systems at runtime.
Most runtime verification techniques rely on monitoring state and behavior of
systems and reasoning over the measured data to verify whether or not pre-defined
properties are maintained. This dissertation is about runtime monitoring for struc-
tural design-level properties of component-based software systems. Such properties
arise for example when a framework imposes requirements that must be met by all
components, including components developed by third parties, connected within the
framework. The working hypothesis is that there are useful design-level properties,
violations of which lead to failures that exhibit enough commonalities to distinguish
them from failures caused by other defects, and that these clusters of failures can be
exploited to define reusable runtime monitoring mechanisms.
Based on this hypothesis, this dissertation’s first contribution is a set of design-
level properties that can be identified by clearly distinct classes of failures. Using these
failure classes as guideline, the second contribution is defining templates for runtime
monitors. These templates are similar in spirit to design patterns, even though their im-
plementation is solving a monitoring, rather than a software design problem. The third
contribution is a specification language to express the identified properties in design
models, and a tool processing such models to automatically generate effective runtime
monitors for the specified properties. The applicability of the identified properties and
the effectiveness of the generated monitors is assessed in several case studies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Increasingly complex and dynamic software systems pose new challenges
for validation and verification. The increasing complexity of systems
makes it harder to assure software correctness through development time
testing and analysis. The increasing dynamicity makes it impossible to
test all feasible system configurations at development time. Both these
challenges suggest to add runtime verification mechanisms to software
to continuously monitor its correctness and health. This thesis proposes
property templates, an approach facilitating the automatic generation of
runtime monitors for high-level structural constraints on systems.
Validation and verification are integral parts of all software engineering processes.
Pezzè and Young [2007] discuss at length what kind of validation and verification is
required at which stage of the development process, and conclude that ideally every
artifact produced be accompanied by appropriate tests or validation and verification
activities that ensure the quality of the artifact. But even the best validation and ver-
ification process cannot guarantee to find all faults in a software system, because in
general the problem of software correctness is undecidable. Even though correctness
is in general undecidable, small programs or functions may still be provably correct.
However, the more complex software becomes, the less likely it is that its correctness
can be assured by validation and verification.
Developing ways to deal with the complexity of software has been a driving force
behind software engineering ever since the term was coined. Component- and service-
based software engineering is one of the latest examples of new paradigms that have
been developed explicitly to deal with the increasing complexity of software. Unfortu-
nately, every new development technique or paradigm introduces new kinds of faults
that pose challenges that validation and verification techniques designed for other ap-
proaches do not handle well. Component-based software, for example, introduced
the challenge of dynamic component look-up and binding into the validation and ver-
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ification process. Common wisdom backed by scientific research is that these new
validation and verification challenges should be tackled as early as possible in the de-
velopment cycle, because the cost of fixing detected problems increases exponentially
in the later stages of software development [Boehm, 1981]. However, dynamic com-
ponent look-up and binding is one example of inherently dynamic problems that have
to be verified when the system is running in its deployed environment rather than at
development time. In addition to purely dynamic problems, the increasing complexity
of software makes it more likely that faults are not discovered during testing and anal-
ysis at development time, no matter how much effort is expended in this stage. This
suggests to increase efforts in runtime verification to increase the likelihood that faults
are discovered at some point during system lifetime.
1.1 Motivation
The paradigm of component based software engineering, that is the idea to construct
software from components with a given functionality without having to know the de-
tails of the components implementation, serves as a good motivating example for the
new challenges introduced by increasing software complexity and the development
paradigms invented to deal with them. Component-based development implies much
stronger correctness requirements on the individual components, because they must
be usable in many contexts without change. It also poses new challenges for vali-
dating the composed systems. Two examples for classes of such components are the
APIs of web applications such as Google Maps1, Flickr2, or Facebook3, and standard-
ized frameworks such as Java Server Pages [JSR245], Java Server Faces [JSR127], or
Spring4. These examples show two important aspects of new validation and verifica-
tion challenges introduced by component based software engineering. Web APIs are
available to literally millions of developers who may use these APIs in contexts not
even envisioned by the API developers. These new and unforeseen uses may reveal
subtle faults that are difficult to detect. Frameworks like JSP and JSF are often defined
and standardized purely via their interfaces, leaving the concrete implementation un-
specified. This is considered a strength of the component-based approach, because
developers using such frameworks only have to know and consider the defined inter-
faces, and should be able to swap concrete implementations of the framework when
necessary. However, in practice this separation between interface and implementation,
combined with the complete hiding of the implementation from the component client,
can introduce subtle problems that are very hard to pinpoint when their effects cross
component boundaries. Some of the case studies in Chapter 7 show concrete examples
1http://maps.google.com
2http://www.flickr.com
3http://www.facebook.com
4http://www.springsource.org
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of such problems.
These fundamental new challenges of component-based software engineering are
exacerbated by the increasing trend to dynamic composition and service binding. Web
services are the current, most popular example for this dynamic binding. The basic
idea is to define the composition of service-based applications through syntactic in-
terface requirements that are assumed to reflect the semantics of the service. Service
composition engines then instantiate these service applications by looking up services
matching the requirements in some kind of service registry, and connect the different
services according to the specification. This means that the composition of concrete
service implementations is not known until the application is initialized by the execu-
tion engine, and hence validation and verification at development time are restricted to
the services available at development time. Augmenting systems with runtime checks
that are independent of the bound components and can detect problems in any con-
figuration is one way of alleviating the problems introduced by dynamic component
bindings. Some of the case studies in Chapter 7 show how this can be achieved within
a given component framework.
The three novel properties of use in unpredicted contexts, unknown implementa-
tions, and dynamic composition have important implications for the validation and
verification of systems exhibiting at least one of these properties. The most funda-
mental implication, and the one that lies at the core of this thesis, is that all these
properties reduce the assurance of correctness that verification at development time
can give. Almost by definition, if a component developer does not foresee a certain
usage scenario, he will not build a test case for it, hence verification of that scenario is
omitted. Different component implementations may meet the interface specifications,
but often certain aspects of possible implementations are not defined by the specifica-
tion. Exception handling is one example for unspecified behavior that will show up in
the case studies later, and these unspecified parts of the behavior lead to gaps in what
developers can test for, unless they know which concrete implementations of compo-
nents they use. The same is true for dynamically bound systems. In addition, dynamic
binding, that is looking up services in a registry every time the application is started,
means that reproducible testing is impossible, since there are no guarantees that the
look-up will return the same service every time.
If verification at development time is impractical or impossible, an obvious solution
is to integrate verification mechanisms into systems themselves, and thus constantly
verify them while they are deployed. A lot of research has gone into runtime monitor-
ing and verification of non-functional properties such as minimal performance levels,
but work on systematic runtime constraint verification approaches that are closer to
the goals of classic testing is also increasing. Chapter 2 gives a detailed overview of
the developments in this area. In this dissertation, I particularly focus on developing
runtime monitoring and verification techniques for design-level structural constraints
on software systems. Violations of such properties represent system failures, and I also
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study the connection of such failures to their underlying faults.
1.2 Terminology
This thesis is about detecting unwanted behaviors in running software. When talking
about such unwanted behavior, it is often useful to distinguish clearly between the
cause for bad behavior, how it is represented in the programs internal state, and how
it becomes obvious at system boundaries. In the literature these concepts are usually
termed fault, error and failure. However, their definitions vary a little in the literature.
The two main works that provide precise definitions of these terms are the taxonomy
and terminology paper by Avizienis et al. [2004], and the IEEE Glossary of Software
Engineering Terminology [IEEE, 1990]. The following three definitions attempt to give
a precise meaning to how I use these terms in this thesis.
Definition 1.1. A system or component failure is the event that occurs when the sys-
tem behavior, represented by externally visible system state, deviates from the system
specification.
Definition 1.2. An error is a system state that may lead to a failure.
Definition 1.3. A fault is the cause of an error.
The difference between error and failure is subtle, yet sometimes relevant to a tech-
nical discussion: a failure is visible in the external system state, for example through
an incorrect return value or a system crash. An error, on the other hand, represents
an incorrect system state that has not yet become visible externally, and may never do
so. Avizienis et al. [2004] emphasize this difference by distinguishing between internal
and external system or component state. Even though this distinction often helps think-
ing clearly about a problem, practically it is often difficult to determine the boundaries
of components or systems, and hence to define what comprises the internal and what
comprises the external state. For example, when using an object-oriented language to
implement a system, one could consider a class to be a component, and therefore any
incorrect state that becomes visible to the users of the class should be considered a
failure. If, on the other hand, one considers the library containing that class as a com-
ponent, and the class is used only internally, then an incorrect state of that class should
be considered an error instead. Hence, when viewing a system at different levels of
abstraction, errors may become failures and vice versa. For clarity, in this dissertation I
use the terminology as defined above, which is taken from Avizienis et al. [2004], but
without making a strong distinction between error and failure.
My research focuses on failures that occur at the level of component integration or
higher. At this level it is often difficult and unnecessary to precisely determine the fault
that is causing the failure. More often it is sufficient to determine the component or
the operation that contains the fault, to avoid their use or wrap them with additional
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checks and transformations to mask the fault. Hence, precise fault localization is out
of the scope of this thesis. However, when discussing the studies in Chapter 4 the
understanding that faults are the causes of failures is required.
1.3 Research Hypothesis and Contributions
Component- and service-based architectures aim to alleviate the problem of system
complexity by abstraction. With these approaches, overall system functionality is con-
structed from small, distinct units, components, or services. This separation of system
structure from system functionality introduces an additional level of abstraction, sim-
plifying the composition of systems, but complicating system validation and verification.
Integration testing as a sub-discipline of software testing addresses the problems aris-
ing from componentized software construction. However, the introduction of dynamic
composition and runtime adaptability limits the possibilities of integration and system
testing before deployment, and highlights the need for continuous verification even at
runtime.
The additional abstraction layer introduced by components suggests that integra-
tion testing, at development time as well as at runtime, focus on system properties
that are appropriately expressed at this level. In Chapter 2 I survey existing testing
and monitoring techniques for various types of properties. These techniques, mostly
stemming from academic research, usually focus on very narrow domains and prob-
lems. They work well for those narrow problems, but the problem of structural and
functional system-level and design-level properties has not been addressed by any of
them. Such properties arise for example when frameworks connecting components im-
pose requirements that must be maintained by all components, and are a typical case
where runtime verification can be a valuable addition to development time testing and
analysis techniques.
It must be noted here, and it is discussed in detail in Chapter 2, that new levels
of abstraction to make system design easier are usually not accompanied by match-
ing techniques that also lift constraint specification and checking to this higher level
of abstraction. Not doing this, new techniques ignore the opportunity to specify con-
straints regarding entities on lower abstraction levels, but with a “global”, system-wide
perspective.
In this thesis I address the question how such properties can be specified at a high
level of abstraction and can be monitored effectively and efficiently at a lower level of
abstraction. Based on observations during software studies and my own development
activity, I formed the following research hypothesis:
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Many system failures that are related to high-level properties of the
system have similar causes and exhibit common symptoms. These
commonalities define equivalence classes that can be exploited to de-
fine general runtime detection mechanisms for the failures in each
class, and to drive tools that automatically generate and deploy these
runtime detectors into software systems.
With this hypothesis I make two fundamental claims: (1) I postulate the existence
of classes of failures that are equivalent with regard to their causes and symptoms, and
(2) I claim that these classes are sufficiently homogeneous to allow automatic gener-
ation of runtime detectors for each class. In this thesis I am not interested in failure
classes that can and should be detected at development time by unit tests and other
testing activities at the component level, even though the examples in later chapters
show that the techniques developed here can also be useful during the earlier stages of
development. Only failures that violate more abstract, higher-level system properties
are of interest here.
For illustration, consider constraints on components or classes that require global
information to be checked. Typical examples would be heap invariants that make
claims over all objects on the heap. Taking into account the concept of scope it becomes
clear that such properties cannot be checked or specified within the scope of a single
component or class, because the state information required to check such constraints
is not well localized, but rather spread across different scopes, and violations of such
properties can be attributed to any class or component being part of the constraint.
To contrast this with non-global constraints, consider class invariants and method pre-
and post-conditions. These are constraints that are well localised, working within a
limited scope and their violations are closely tied to the class they are specified in.
The two claims I make with my hypothesis are closely related and their relationship
is circular to some extent. One needs a homogeneous set of failures to define a general
runtime checker for it, and the definition of a set being sufficiently homogeneous could
be based on whether or not it is possible to define a general runtime checker that works
for all elements in the set.
To provide evidence for the validity of my hypothesis, I first collected failure and
bug reports for several medium sized software systems and clustered those with sim-
ilar symptoms and causes, ignoring failures that clearly could be caught by unit tests.
These clusters of failures form the foundation of the contributions presented in this
thesis. These classes of failures provide the framework within which the development
of generic detectors takes places, and they also form the foundation of the model-
ing language used to drive the tool support for the technique associated with failure
classes. The technical solution presented in this work consists of a UML profile that
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allows the expression of properties, reflecting the failure classes identified in the soft-
ware studies, and a tool generating runtime checking code from annotated models.
The main contributions of this thesis are:
• Identifying the specification of high-level properties that regard lower level enti-
ties as an open, so far untapped area of research, and defining a framework for
such specifications.
• Facilitating the automatic generation of runtime checks for high level properties
specified in this framework. This is achieved by:
– Identification and classification of failure classes.
– Definition and evaluation of general runtime checkers capable of detecting
these failure classes.
• A catalog of constraints that exemplify how the framework can be used.
• Experimental validation of the approach through the development of a specifica-
tion language and prototype tool. Both, language and tool, support developers
in the use of the failure classes to automatically enhance their software systems
with runtime checks.
There are two distinct aspects to these contributions. One is the existence claim that
failure classes exist, and the other is that they can be used to generate useful runtime
checks. Evaluating such different claims naturally is also different. In general, it is
hard to provide conclusive evidence for an existence claim over a newly introduced
concept. Concrete evidence can only give a partial image, and with this particular
concept, individual judgment of what constitutes a failure class is an important factor.
However, the results of the studies discussed in Chapter 4 may convince the reader that
there is sufficient merit to this claim. Similar considerations apply when assessing the
usefulness of new techniques. When can a technique considered to be useful, which
metrics are important, which are not? Chapter 7 discusses this issue in detail and then
discusses case studies that show concrete cases where the technique developed in this
thesis applies.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is structure as follows. Chapter 2 discussed the State of the
Art in runtime monitoring, identifies dimensions along which monitoring approaches
can be distinguished, and discusses modeling as foundation for any automated ap-
proach. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the approach developed for defining and using
property templates. Chapters 4-7 are the chapters detailing the core contribution of
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this thesis. Chapter 4 presents the studies conducted to identify failure classes, sum-
marizes their results and defines precise semantics for the failure classes identified.
Chapter 5 discusses how the semantics of the failure classes map to concrete constraint
checks, and how they can be inserted into existing systems. Chapter 6 documents the
architecture and implementation of the current tool prototype and outlines the decision
considerations that led to the solution developed for this thesis. Chapter 7 presents a
set of case studies that demonstrate the effectiveness of the runtime checks defined
in Chapter 5, and also demonstrate that there are clear cases where the approach is
applicable to solve real-world problems. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this thesis with a
summary of the presented work, and an outlook on possible future developments and
applications of the approach. The appendices provide detailed documentation of the
tool and present the data collected during the software studies.
Chapter 2
State of the Art
Runtime checking of system properties is a diverse field, but most tech-
niques have two things in common: they deal with specific kinds of proper-
ties, and they focus on one given level of abstraction for monitoring. This
chapter gives an overview of current runtime monitoring and constraint
checking techniques, classifies the employed properties and monitoring
techniques, and identifies the gap in the current state of the art into which
this thesis fits: The specification and runtime verification of system-level
structural properties via low-level detection mechanisms such as method-
and class-invariants.
This thesis is about Runtime Checking for functional and structural properties
of software systems. The contributions made here touch on both, the definition of
properties and the development of runtime checking mechanisms. Runtime checking
conceptually involves two aspects: monitoring the runtime state and behavior of a sys-
tem, and checking if the monitored data indicates violations of pre-defined properties.
These properties must be captured in specifications or models that are formal enough
to derive runtime checks from them.
Properties can be classified across various dimensions. The most common dimen-
sion in software engineering is probably the distinction between functional and non-
functional properties [Ghezzi et al., 2002; Sommerville, 2006]. Functional specifica-
tions generally describe what a program is intended to do. Program statements that
violate these specifications are typically called faults, and program states reached when
executing faults are called errors or failures depending on their visibility to other pro-
gram components [Avizienis et al., 2004; IEEE, 1990]. Non-functional properties are
often statements about overall system behavior, such as runtime performance, resource
consumption, or global constraints on program state and behavior that cannot be at-
tributed to a single unit of functionality. Section 2.1 reviews work on classifying prop-
erties, defining fault and failure taxonomies, draws parallels to the work presented in
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Chapter 4 and discusses important differences that distinguish the contribution of this
thesis.
Runtime Checking of properties is subject to a classification directly related to the
properties it is checking. Low-level functional properties may be checked by inline
assertions, while high-level quality attributes such as average response time of service
requests require more sophisticated infrastructure for measuring and evaluating re-
sults. This classification directly ties the abstraction level of the property to the level at
which monitoring happens. Figure 2.1 illustrates this in a matrix that also shows the
gaps left by this classification. Section 2.2 reviews work that led to this classification
and discusses approaches towards filling the gaps.
Even though many practical approaches to runtime checking do not separate the
concepts of monitoring, that is collecting relevant runtime data, and checking for prop-
erty violations, more theoretical approaches usually draw a clear line between the
(usually very hard) oracle problem, and the problem of collecting runtime data, which
is often unjustly considered to be only a question of engineering. Section 2.2 reviews
work on runtime monitoring, constraint checking, oracle generation and related topics
that pertain to the contributions of Chapter 5.
Specifications, and in particular models, are the foundation of many automated
techniques. Model-based techniques, a form of specification-based techniques, have
received a large amount of attention in the last decade. Strong focus has been on
developing sufficient techniques to support the entire software engineering process
with a single set of consistent models. This idea of an integrated process with a well-
defined set of models is important, because the types of models available generally
have a strong impact on what automated techniques can theoretically and practically
do with a given specification. Because of the importance of models, modeling itself
is still an important research problem. Section 2.3 overviews models as a form of
specification, and then reviews different modeling approaches, including approaches
relying on automatic inference of models from development artifacts such as execution
traces of the finished program. The discussion, also related to the needs of tool support,
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relates strongly to Chapter 6, which discusses the framework and tool developed to
validate the core hypothesis of this dissertation.
Tool support is always desirable when an engineering task involves tedious and
repetitive activities. Transforming software specifications into programs is a task that
falls into this category, and transforming functional and non-functional specifications
into (runtime) checks capable of detecting violations of the specifications is an im-
portant, yet often neglected part of this task. Section 2.4 discusses existing tools for
transforming specifications, identifies limitations and derives requirements for improv-
ing tool support.
2.1 Fault Taxonomies and Failure Hierarchies
There is a wide array of work in software testing, oracle and test-case generation,
runtime monitoring and debugging that attempts to improve the effectiveness of in-
dividual techniques by restricting them to small, well-defined sub-problems such as
specific kinds of specifications, failures or faults. Fault and failure taxonomies have
been developed to divide the overall problems into smaller, more manageable pieces,
and in the end, to place completed work in the larger context.
One widely used and cited fault taxonomy is that by Avizienis et al. [2004]. At the
highest level of abstraction, they group faults into three partially overlapping sets: de-
velopment faults, physical faults and interaction faults. These groups include faults that
have been introduced during development either intentionally or by accident, faults
that affect hardware, and faults that are due to factors outside the system, respectively.
These groups are then further refined along different dimensions including whether
or not faults are internal to the system, if they have been introduced by humans, etc.
However, the taxonomy is not fine-grained enough to distinguish between different
types of software faults within one of the categories. For example there are clearly dis-
tinct kinds of accidental, internal software faults, but the taxonomy cannot distinguish
those. Such a distinction, on the other hand, seems indispensable to provide a concrete
mapping between fault classes and failures (or errors) that are caused by these faults.
To the best of my knowledge, no such work exists at the present time, and it is an open
question if such a mapping is generally possible, or if any mapping must be language,
platform or domain specific.
If detected failures are to be useful for diagnosing the underlying fault, there must
be a mapping between faults or fault classes to failures or failure classes. The clas-
sification of failure domains provided by Avizienis et al. [2004] does not fulfill this
requirement. It identifies 31 interesting classes of faults, but only five failure domains.
Podgurski et al. [2003] present a technique to automatically classify failures, and they
define a 1:1 mapping from faults to failures, distinguishing failure classes directly by
the faults causing them such that all failures caused by the same fault are in one failure
class. This choice of failure classes makes mapping from failures to faults easy, how-
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ever the results of Podgurski et al. [2003] are based on statistical analysis and it is not
clear whether the failures in the clusters can be described by commonalities that can
be identified with elements of system design, that is if they violate the same property.
A method that ties fault analysis more strongly to detailed system design is specifica-
tion-based testing. The fundamental idea in specification-based testing is to use formal
specifications of acceptable system states and control flow. These specifications, prac-
tically always boolean specifications, can be used to derive fault conditions and test
cases. The RELAY Model of Richardson and Thompson [1993] makes use of logical
fault conditions in specifications derived by others in earlier work, for example Morell
[1990], to derive conditions that guarantee to trigger specific fault types if they exist
in the control flow path of generated test cases. Kuhn [1999] and Kapoor and Bowen
[2007] refine the concept of fault-based testing and explore the limits of the error
detection capability of techniques based on boolean specifications.
Both, the taxonomy of Avizienis et al. [2004] and the fault classes developed for
specification-based testing are attempts to build taxonomies of common system faults
and failure modes, and to establish how faults and failures are related. While Avizienis
et al. [2004] take a high-level systems view, specification-based methods approach the
same problem from the bottom up with specifications very close to the structure of
the code implementing the system. While both are important contributions, they are
also incomplete with regard to the needs of the work presented in this thesis. The
classification of Avizienis et al. [2004] is too abstract and coarse grained to allow a
useful mapping between failure domains and faults. On the other hand, the fault
classes developed for the boolean specifications in specification-based testing regard
code-level implementation faults such as switched operators and missing conditions,
but are very hard to relate to higher level concepts like those identified by Avizienis
et al. [2004]. The work presented here combines both of the above concepts. It
establishes a clear connection between faults and failures, while at the same time
associated specifications relate to system-level concepts rather than implementation
details.
Besides work that aims to develop generally useful taxonomies, there is a large
body of work that aims to solve the problem of error or failure detection for small,
well-defined sets of errors and faults. The next section discusses the most relevant
work in that area and provides a rough taxonomy of the properties being considered
by the techniques discussed.
2.2 Runtime Monitoring, Constraint Checking, Oracles
The purpose of runtime monitoring is to collect data about a running system, and
to analyze this data to detect conditions that require actions by system managers or
automatic mechanisms to adapt the system. It is important to distinguish runtime mon-
itoring from the means of failure detection that are usually applied in software testing,
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even though technically most testing techniques also detect problems at runtime. The
most important conceptual difference between testing and runtime monitoring is that
in testing the system typically is executed in a controlled environment with carefully
selected inputs, while runtime monitoring happens in production systems that are sub-
jected to all inputs the system users can come up with [Pezzè and Young, 2007]. This
difference implies several challenges in runtime monitoring that do not exist to this
extent in traditional testing. First, while test oracles can be very specific to the test
cases executed, oracles that determine problems at runtime must be capable of deal-
ing with the entire range of inputs and outputs. Second, the execution of a production
system cannot be controlled to fit a particular test case, rather the runtime checks must
fit into normal execution. And third, performance is important in deployed systems,
hence runtime monitors must not induce significant overhead. Besides these three ma-
jor differences between runtime monitoring and testing, it is also helpful to take an
overview of the existing literature on runtime monitoring to assess which kind of sys-
tem information the community is mostly interested in. The overview in the following
subsections will show that also the major goals of runtime monitoring and constraint
checking differ from those of most testing techniques.
When discussing runtime monitoring or constraint checking it is helpful to con-
sider three related, yet distinct aspects: first is the property that is to be monitored, for
example system performance relevant to Service Level Agreement (SLA) guarantees,
second are the techniques employed to monitor the system metrics and parameters
relevant for a given property, and third are decision procedures or oracles determining
whether or not the desired property is violated. Metrics are the connection between
the first two aspects. Data pertaining to metrics is collected by runtime monitors, and
then collated into aggregates that measure the degree to which goals are achieved or
properties of the system are maintained. However, the low-level system data relevant
to specific higher-level metrics and monitoring goals is often unknown, subject to in-
tensive debate and an object of intensive research (for examples see [Chen et al., 2007;
deGrandis and Valetto, 2009; Heo and Abdelzaher, 2009; Jiang et al., 2009]), and is of
little relevance to the topic of this thesis. Hence, this section does not discuss detailed
metrics beyond what is necessary for the discussion of system goals and properties,
and their relation to monitoring techniques. The third topic, oracles, is more com-
plex. When the monitored properties are related to system performance, then simple
(numerical) thresholds marking the boundary between acceptable and unacceptable
performance are sufficient. Properties relating to system structure or functionality re-
quire more complex decision procedures.
The remainder of this section reviews these issues in this order: first it discusses
common topics in various fields of research that employ a form of runtime monitoring,
then it discusses the metrics and measuring techniques used there, and concludes with
a short discussion of the oracle problems involved in the different techniques.
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2.2.1 Goals, Properties, and Problems
The motivation for and the problems addressed by runtime monitoring come from
different areas. Traditional fault tolerance techniques have to detect failures of system
components to mask failures or to recover from them. In the domain of traditional fault
tolerance, failure typically means that a process crashed or can no longer respond for
other reasons. Work on failure detectors in this domain is more of theoretical interest
since a result by Fischer et al. [1985] shows that consensus (a fundamental concept in
distributed systems) is not possible in the most general case when a single process fails.
Even though there is a lot of work trying to weaken the preconditions for consensus
as much as possible (e. g. [Chandra and Toueg, 1996]), the fundamental problem of
actually detecting crashed processes is one that has received relatively little attention.
Fault tolerance techniques dealing with other types of failures, explicitly includ-
ing failures due to faults in software, usually exploit forms of redundancy, such as
N -version programming [Avizienis, 1985], similar forms of diversity for program data
[Ammann and Knight, 1988], or deploying the same software in slightly different envi-
ronments [Bruschi et al., 2007]. Rather than having monitors and oracles that contain
some form of domain knowledge about expected results, such approaches vote on the
outcome of computations. This idea of diversity, and hence redundancy in program
text and data is conceptually clean and appealing. However, Brilliant et al. [1990]
show that these techniques suffer from surprisingly high correlations between faults
and errors in the different versions, and hence provide less added fault tolerance than
expected.
Managing computing systems to optimize resource usage, minimize cost, or achieve
other optimization goals is a second, large area that requires extensive information
about the runtime behavior of systems. In recent years, the automatic management
of large computing systems has been named autonomic computing by Horn [2001],
and many other authors, for example Kephart and Chess [2003] and Lin et al. [2005],
extend the idea and give more precise definitions of concepts, goals and challenges.
Even though most of the recent work in systems management has been fit into the
autonomic computing framework, collecting and analyzing runtime information is also
useful for human-driven management and controlling tasks.
System management can have various goals and the monitoring objectives have to
be tailored to these goals. Figure 2.2 shows a breakdown of the high-level objectives of
system management most commonly found in the literature. Techniques focusing on
SLA guarantees care about system behavior at the interface between service providers
and clients. And even though much of the research literature discusses techniques
that in principle would be applicable to a number of metrics, by far the most common
guarantees offered by service providers are maximum response time [Breitgand et al.,
2005; Chen et al., 2007; Raimondi et al., 2008], throughput [Bhat et al., 2006], or a
combination of both expressed in combined utility functions [Walsh et al., 2004].
Systems management from the perspective of the owner or maintainer of comput-
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Figure 2.2. System Management Objectives
ing systems and supporting infrastructure is usually not only concerned with maintain-
ing SLAs with clients, but also to optimize resource usage, reduce power consumption,
and optimize the overall cost of running a computing system [Bahati et al., 2007;
Bhat et al., 2006]. This concern, together with the protection of SLAs, constitutes
one main focus of the literature on autonomic computing and systems management.
One important factor that facilitates this work is that it depends on the measurement
of non-functional metrics, most of which are readily available to probes that can be
added to computing systems from the outside. This is in contrast to a large class of
the fault tolerance techniques discussed above, which implicitly or explicitly attempt
to mask the effects of functional faults.
The third aspect of system management that has received a lot of attention, in par-
ticular in the area of autonomic computing, is ensuring and maintaining architectural
constraints on the system composition. As there are many views on what constitutes
a system architecture, there are as many approaches to maintaining that particular ar-
chitecture. For example, Garlan and Schmerl [2002] consider changing the number
of clients and servers in a simple client-server architecture to constitute changes to
the architecture, and these changes may be subject to constraints. Sykes et al. [2008]
consider changes in the behavior of software, in their case changing the behavior of
a robot from path-finding to specific task completion, as an adaptation best achieved
at the architectural level. Even more so, Kramer and Magee [2007] consider the gen-
eral problem of system self-management to be a problem of managing the systems
architectures. Consequently, they propose to monitor the architectural composition of
systems. However, even though with ArchJava [Aldrich et al., 2002], Rapide [Luckham
et al., 1995], and Wright [Allen, 1997] there are a number of dedicated architecture
description languages that often integrate directly with programming languages im-
plementing the system, the system models described by these languages are typically
used to statically analyze and generate parts of the system, but not to support runtime
monitoring of the system to ensure that the constraints expressed in the models are
maintained. One thing that is common to all approaches discussed above is that the
constraints to be verified with the collected data are simple. Typically they are numer-
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ical thresholds on metrics or the type of component connectors, and do not require
sophisticated specifications and reasoning.
More complex, concrete approaches to monitoring structural constraints on system
architectures often rely on simple models using the Unified Modeling Language [OMG,
2007] or similar semi-formal languages. Hein et al. [2007] utilize dynamic generation
of UML models from actual system configurations to check constraints written in the
Object Constraint Language [OCL, 2005] on these models. In a similar approach,
Dzidek et al. [2005] use OCL annotations to UML class diagrams to generate runtime
monitors for the OCL constraints. These approaches that not only monitor component
compositions, but check constraints at a lower, programming language level, for exam-
ple relations between objects, start blurring the boundary between non-functional and
functional constraints. Heap invariants, as discussed by Jackson [2003], are a good
example for those, and some of the UML and OCL based approaches discussed above
move in the same direction. Moving closer to the programming language level usually
also means a qualitative change in the kinds of metrics being expressed and checked.
While higher-level monitoring focuses on non-functional metrics, typically geared to-
wards performance and reliability assessments, lower-level checks usually focus on the
functionality of the systems. Figure 2.1 is a graphical representation of this distinc-
tion. It also shows that there are open areas that have not yet been addressed well
by research, namely how to relate high-level, goal-oriented specifications to concrete
runtime monitors of low-level system behavior, and how low-level specifications, such
as contracts, relate to system-level aggregate metrics or properties.
The techniques discussed above all have in common that the level of abstraction of
the specifications is the same or nearly the same as the level of abstraction at which
the constraints have to be checked. The conceptual contribution of this thesis is a
framework for thinking about and specifying constraints at abstraction levels higher
than the level at which the constraints must be checked. In principle, this enables and
eases the specification of constraints that were difficult to specify before. For example,
the possibility to connect high-level specifications with low-level checks allows the
specification of global functional and structural constraints that previously could not
be specified easily, because the specification mechanisms required the constraints to be
localized, denying access to global information.
2.2.2 Constraints, Metrics and Assertions
This subsection follows the same order as the previous: it first reviews techniques
related to monitoring data relevant for system management, and then it explores tech-
niques that are closer to structural and functional properties. In both cases, the discus-
sion focuses on the expressed constraints and how they translate to metrics or asser-
tions to be checked.
As discussed above, system management is generally concerned with conflicting
goals: on one hand system performance is to be maximized, while on the other hand
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cost, for example in terms of energy consumption and required hardware, is to be
minimized. The discussion here mostly ignores this conflict. However, it has one
important implication when analyzing different approaches to monitoring for system
management: Depending on the trade-off chosen by the authors of any given approach,
different system metrics and evaluation methods may be given preference, leading to
quite different results for what superficially seems to be the same problem.
It has become established wisdom that performance and utilization management is
far from straightforward, and that manual translation of performance objectives into
system-level thresholds is often not efficient when the number of monitored metrics
is large [Chen et al., 2007]. Recently a lot of research has gone into the question
which system metrics do actually predict system performance, and which do not. For
example, Jiang et al. [2009] and Heo and Abdelzaher [2009] compute statistical cor-
relation models of many low-level system metrics to determine which metrics correlate
to management goals, and when changes to the correlations indicate problems in the
system. Usually the best fit is achieved by using multiple metrics, which leads to diffi-
culties when trying to define thresholds determining when a management action has
to be taken. Walsh et al. [2004] show that computing utility functions, which could
be considered an aggregate metric, can help in simplifying the problem of threshold
setting, and deGrandis and Valetto [2009] propose a way to derive appropriate utility
functions automatically.
Measuring low-level metrics and determining which of them correlate to selected
performance goals is relevant from a system management point of view. Another line
of inquiry takes the point of view of measuring and attempting to assure SLAs. Doing
this allows one to measure relevant high-level metrics, for example response time or
throughput in terms of transactions per second, and relate them to the explicitly stated
thresholds in the SLA. Raimondi et al. [2008] present a very simple example of this,
where they only monitor the response time of client requests. Apart from being fairly
simple and not capturing more concepts useful for real-world SLAs, any such approach
leaves the question open what to do if an SLA violation is detected. If no correlation
model (as those discussed above) exists for the relation between the SLA-relevant met-
ric and the system metrics that can be controlled by management, it remains an open
question how to deal with the cause of SLA violations.
For all performance related techniques discussed above, the constraints are sim-
ple numerical thresholds that should not be exceeded, the monitored data are system
metrics like response time, and the assertions to be checked are simple, since the con-
straints only require a direct numerical comparison between threshold and measured
metric. Apart from the techniques above that focus on system performance measure-
ments and management, there are two other classes of techniques worth mentioning
here:
Techniques that monitor functional aspects typically occur in the context of fault
tolerance schemes, and at least partially rely on techniques such as quorums and con-
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sensus for determining problems, rather than precise oracles [Avizienis, 1985; Am-
mann and Knight, 1988]. Other techniques, for example RX by Qin et al. [2005] and
micro-reboot by Candea et al. [2004], use exceptions as the implicit monitors and ora-
cles. Interestingly, none of these techniques consider monitoring of functional proper-
ties in more detail than exceptions raised. There are even techniques that preemptively
effect changes to the system to avoid exceptions completely, and using heuristics rather
than monitoring, sidestep the problem of failure detection [Goldstein et al., 2007].
Techniques that Froihofer et al. [2007] summarize as constraint validation ap-
proaches generally are approaches that are based on specifications and derive some
form of executable constraint check, for example assertions, from these specifica-
tions. Properties checked by these constraints include but are not limited to structural
constraints, heap invariants and classical method pre- and post-conditions. Interest-
ing constraint specification and checking frameworks not covered by Froihofer et al.
[2007] include those by Kiviluoma et al. [2006], Gorbovitski et al. [2008], and Chen
and Ros¸u [2007]. All these approaches have in common that they attempt a general
framework for the specification of constraints and the generation of aspect-like run-
time checks. They differ mostly in the level of abstraction they target and the type of
constraints they are interested in. Chen and Ros¸u [2007] discuss very low-level func-
tional properties, for example simple two-step object protocols, as the properties their
approach can handle well. They express properties in different logics, for example
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), enclosed in comments in the code, and hence localized
to specific classes and code. Gorbovitski et al. [2008] employ a very simple and very
powerful specification mechanism to express constraints over sets of objects. These
sets are typically “all instances of a given type” or similar, and the constraints in their
examples are invariants over the objects’ state. This approach is much more expres-
sive than the approach presented here, but requires specifications that have detailed
knowledge of the implementation and are more complex to write. Kiviluoma et al.
[2006] present a UML-based approach to specify behavioral constraints at the archi-
tectural level. The examples shown are behavior protocols for component interactions
in a system architecture. They employ techniques similar to the approach presented
in Chapter 3: UML profiles to annotate system models, and automatic code generation
from such annotated models to monitor the maintenance of the constraints. The main
difference between all these approaches and the approach proposed here is that they
require developers to specify detailed constraints rather than applying patterns that
encapsulate the semantic detail of the constraints.
Wang and Shen [2007] describe an approach to detect violations of constraints
intrinsic in UML class diagrams, that is they use the specification and check that the
implemented system maintains the constraints represented by this specification, rather
than formulating additional constraints. They instrument Java programs with calls to
a monitoring infrastructure that uses assertion-like statements to check if the running
system maintains invariants like association multiplicities. Dzidek et al. [2005] trans-
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late OCL constraints added to UML class models into aspects that encode assertions
matching the OCL constraints. Stirewalt and Rugaber [2005] present an approach to
not only check, but to enforce OCL invariants at runtime. They use specified invariants
to generate wrappers around the classes that the invariants refer to. These wrappers
notify all classes involved in the constraints about state changes, and suitably update
the related objects. Raimondi et al. [2008] combine the idea of specification patterns
with the SLAng language to specify certain types of timing constraints that typically
appear in the Service Level Agreements (SLA) of service-oriented applications. They
translate typical patterns into timed automata and execute the automata together with
the services to determine if events violate the SLA. These constraints are non-functional
constraints that are closely tied to specific component functionality, and hence can be
matched to some degree to structural specifications. Clark [2009] proposes a diagram-
matic approach to express heap invariants, and suggests that diagrams can serve as
the input for validation and verification. Clark’s work indicates interesting research
directions, but is in a preliminary stage, and is not yet supported by evidence. The
already cited Jackson [2003] uses Alloy [Jackson, 2000] models to express constraints
on object models, and discusses how these represent heap invariants.
These approaches show different ways to utilize models and constraints expressed
over these models to generate runtime monitors. The approach by Stirewalt and Ru-
gaber has a strong impact on the development and deployment of applications. Since
their monitors deliberately produce side-effects, these effects have to be taken into ac-
count while developing systems. Hence the approach is not applicable to third-party
components. The approach by Raimondi et al. shows how extensions to standard
modeling languages can be used for application or task specific monitoring. The work
makes strong assumptions about the checked properties, which effectively limits its ap-
plicability to timing constraints. The monitoring approaches closest to the one devel-
oped in this thesis are those by Wang and Shen and by Dzidek et al. Wang and Shen’s
approach monitors the maintenance of constraints implicit in UML models, while the
approach here targets properties that constrain UML models, but cannot be expressed
in UML models themselves. Further, Wang and Shen make strong assumptions about
the models and their implementations. These assumptions make the approach hard to
generalize and difficult to apply to third-party components. The approach by Dzidek et
al. aims to monitor OCL constraints, while the design constraints developed in Chap-
ter 5 cannot be expressed in OCL.
Heap invariants constrain the shape and structure of the object graph on the heap,
which is inherently a runtime feature. Type systems, and in particular ownership types,
represent programming language based static constructs that restrict object graphs.
Clarke et al. [1998] originally developed ownership types to control aliasing in pro-
grams, and hence to make them accessible to static verification. In this earliest form,
ownership types enforce a tree structure on the object graph, and hence facilitate
traversing it for verification. Later work extended this idea to control object contain-
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ment [Clarke et al., 2001; Clarke and Wrigstad, 2002; Dietl and Müller, 2005], and
even to control shared data access in concurrent programs [Boyapati et al., 2002].
Reference and state uniqueness or immutability of objects are another type of heap
invariant that has been addressed by work in the programming languages commu-
nity, and like ownership types, usually hinges on the type system of programming
languages [Boyland and Retert, 2005; Unkel and Lam, 2008; Zibin et al., 2007]. Like
most type system based work, the goal is to ensure statically that undesirable heap
configurations cannot occur. However, especially the rigid and inflexible requirement
of ownership types that the object graph be a tree highlights the fact that often static
approaches are too inflexible, and consequently led to efforts to weaken the guarantees
of these approaches to gain more flexibility.
Protocol verification aims to ensure that communication protocols between com-
ponents of a system are not violated. Formal work by Cengarle and Knapp [2005],
followed by a practical verification approach by Knapp and Wuttke [2006] assures that
behavior protocols are maintained at the specification level. Gan et al. [2007] build on
this work and transform the finite state machines defined by Knapp and Wuttke into
simple runtime monitors that check that actually occurring call sequences match the
specification.
The approach of this thesis is more flexible than the static approaches discussed
above, because it allows one to express the desired constraints only on objects where
they are desired, while ownership types constrain all objects, and it does not require
specifications that are formal and complete enough to allow static verification. Rather,
individual specifications are translated into runtime checks that are capable of detect-
ing violations of the desired, object or component-based invariant, without affecting
the rest of the system. Additionally, lifting the specification of desired properties to the
design level rather than the programming language level allows one to express proper-
ties that are not directly tied to entities on the programming language level, but rather
conceptual entities, or to express whole program invariants.
2.2.3 Oracles
In general, the constraints discussed above are invariants. Checking these invariants
at runtime requires automatic oracles, that is programs that can decide whether or
not each constraint holds without human involvement. For the properties and tech-
niques discussed above, these oracles can be fairly simple, like threshold checks for
performance metrics, or rather complex when constraints have to assert on algorithm
correctness.
Some specification approaches express the oracles directly. For example, contracts
express pre- and post-conditions over program variables within the current scope, and
hence these conditions can be evaluated directly. Other approaches, for example the
heap invariants in the different UML and OCL based approaches, require some more
work before oracles can be derived from the constraints. In the current state of the
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art, this work has to be put in by developers, either explicitly by writing contracts, or
implicitly by hard-coding translations in tools that process specifications and generate
the monitoring code and wrappers. This is a non-trivial task, and one obvious general-
ization is that the more abstract a specification is, the more work is required to derive
concrete oracles from it.
Hoare [1969] introduced the concept of axiomatic specifications for procedures,
aimed at enabling formal proofs of program correctness. Meyer [1988] transformed
this concept into contracts, which enable programs to check themselves for correctness.
This idea of embedding pre- and post-conditions to enable basic correctness checks,
even though being far from enabling automated correctness proofs, had significant im-
pact over the years. Academic and industrial research both explored the usefulness
and applicability of assertions, their limitations and benefits [Voas and Miller, 1994;
Rosenblum, 1995; Ciupa et al., 2008; Polikarpova et al., 2009]. The theoretical appeal
of axiomatic and checkable specifications is obvious, and assessments of the positive
impact of consistently used assertions on software quality, for example as presented
by Rosenblum [1995], led to continued academic interest and the development of
powerful assertion languages and specification systems for most mainstream program-
ming languages. Not only do most modern languages include facilities to conveniently
express simple assertions within their code, but often more complex specification lan-
guages have been added to emulate the idea of contracts. Three prominent examples
are, Eiffel which incorporates at the language level all concepts presented by Meyer
[1988], the Java Modeling Language (JML), developed at the University of Central
Florida by Leavens et al. [1999], and Spec#, developed at Microsoft Research by Bar-
nett et al. [2004].
The limitations of assertions and contract-based specifications have also been ex-
plored. Voas and Miller [1994] provide evidence that finding the best assertions and
the best location for assertions in the code is not trivial, and often not intuitive. Ciupa
et al. [2008] extend this line of inquiry and in a large experiment using random testing
come to the conclusion that even though contracts are successful in revealing faults,
it is often the case that the fault lies in the contract, that is the contract does not ex-
press the intention of the annotated procedure, rather than the code implementing the
procedure. Hence, these results emphasize the question of how to derive correct and
useful assertions that express the programmer’s, or better, the designer’s intent.
2.3 Specification and Modeling Approaches
System design and properties that are “maintained” only in the mind of developers
are of little use for documenting and communicating these concepts. Documentation
implies that this information is written down, and formal specifications, or more re-
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cently models1, are one way of capturing a lot, but not all of the information about
system design that should be documented. When one intends to use this information
in tools that aid implementing, testing, validating or verifying the software, the form
in which this information is written down has to be “machine readable”. Code in a
programming language or assembly is an example of a machine readable specification.
However, the definition of specification in IEEE [1990, p. 69] requires a specification
to be “a document that specifies, in a complete, precise, verifiable manner, the require-
ments, design, behavior, or other characteristics of a system or component.” And code
in common programming languages does not meet all these requirements. Program
code (normally) is a complete and precise specification of program behavior, but it is
not verifiable, because it does not identify requirements and system design. Hence, sys-
tem code must be augmented with other forms of documentation to obtain a complete
system specification.
All specification and modeling approaches I am aware of have similar limitations.
The rest of this section first gives a synthetic overview of specification approaches
classified according to their main purpose and features. This general discussion is
followed by a more detailed analysis of persistent weaknesses in existing approaches,
the identification of the particular problem addressed by the work in this thesis, and a
comparison to the most closely related work. For the rest of this chapter, I will use the
terms specification and model synonymously.
2.3.1 Synthesis
To give an overview of the main purposes and features of existing specification ap-
proaches, it helps to classify each approach and language along relevant dimensions
that distinguish important features or delineate restrictions on the approaches. Impor-
tant dimensions are:
Open vs. closed world
In logic, the open-world vs. closed-world assumption determine the truth value of
statements that cannot be logically derived from known facts. In a closed world, all
such statements are false, while in an open world, their value remains unknown. Sim-
ilarly, a closed model describes the system exactly, there are no unknown elements,
only what is in the model is allowed to be in the system. In contrast, an open model
only describes parts of the system, and leaves the rest unspecified.
The fundamental distinction between viewing a specification with the open- or
the closed-world assumption is that under the open-world assumption a specification
represents a finite constraint on the possibly infinite space of possible systems that can
be built. Effectively, there are still infinitely many systems that meet the specification,
1It might be interesting to note that in the IEEE glossary of software engineering terminology from
1990 the word model does not appear.
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and those are allowed to have any behavior, structure or features not mentioned in the
specification, as long as no part of the specification is violated. In contrast, under the
closed-world assumption, a specification defines not only the explicit constraints on
the infinite number of possible systems, but implicitly forbids all systems that exhibit
more behavior than specified.
In many ways, this is an almost philosophical distinction, however, it has some
important implications for the interpretation and verification of specifications. Closed-
world specifications by definition are complete, that means all components, features,
or behaviors of the system are explicitly specified. This makes closed-world specifica-
tions more amenable to verification, and by implication allows one to make stronger
statements about the correctness of implementations, than with open-world specifica-
tions.
Defined vs. learned models
Models of systems can be either defined by developers, or can be learned or inferred
from system artifacts such as code, modules, execution traces, or whatever else con-
tains relevant information. This implies a fundamental difference between defined
and learned models: Defined models are specifications in the sense of the definition,
and as such express the intention of the developers, but not what actual system imple-
mentations do. Learned models, on the other hand, derive from attempts to discover
the existing system structure and the behaviors possible within this structure, but it is
impossible to recover intent, requirements, or design decisions from the final product.
As a consequence, learned models cannot be used for verification tasks directly,
and instead their main uses of are (1) recovery of models of legacy systems [Kazman
and Carrière, 1999; Wiggerts, 1997], (2) using learned models to drive test genera-
tion techniques, or to compare them for consistency with defined models to identify
faults [Polikarpova et al., 2009; Schuler et al., 2009], (3) using changes in dynami-
cally changing learned models as oracles for failure detection [Baah et al., 2006; Jiang
et al., 2009; Mariani and Pezzè, 2005; Lorenzoli et al., 2008].
Dynamic vs. static models
Most classical specification techniques assume that systems are first specified and then
built according to that specification. In the very early days of software engineering,
changes to specifications after system completion were considered undesirable, and
hence infrequent. Brooks [1975] disabused the community of that idea in his classic
book The Mythical Man Month. At about the same time Parnas [1976] developed the
idea of developing software families, and building software to facilitate changes in the
functionality of members of the family [Parnas, 1979]. From this early work, software
evolution and runtime adaptation have developed into major research fields.
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Both fields embrace the idea that software is continuously changing, and thus, the
software’s specifications must also change continuously. While software evolution fo-
cuses on evolving systems as requirements change over relatively long periods of time,
runtime adaption focuses on changes to running systems to optimize them for their
current execution environment and meet current user needs. Changing systems in a
controlled manner can benefit from models that describe the existing system precisely,
and describe which changes are allowed. Having systems manage their own change
automatically at runtime requires such models [Oreizy et al., 1998], and the ability
to change the model of the system, that is the representation of the current system
structure and state, together with the system itself.
This ability to change at runtime is the fundamental difference between dynamic
and static models. As the other two dimensions along which specification approaches
can be classified, this has implications on the possible structure, content and use of the
specifications.
Discussion
Thanks to its generality, all specification approaches fit into this schema. Usually, ap-
proaches explicitly address problems of a particular scope, for example learning dy-
namic models from program executions, but that does not preclude their classification
along the other dimensions. However, some classification combinations are impossible,
or at least of doubtful utility. The matrices in Figures 2.3(a)-2.3(c) show which com-
binations are possible and sensible, which are impossible, and which are of dubious
use.
While defined models may be either open or closed, non-trivial learned models are
always open, because there is no way to ensure that any learning method discovers
the complete model. The same goes for the distinction between static and dynamic
models. A model that never changes may be either open or closed, depending on
how it is developed. Open dynamic models should be easy to realize, however, dy-
namic closed models require that every change to the model reflects all changes to the
system in precise detail. Since most runtime models are relatively high-level abstrac-
tions of systems, it is doubtful whether having dynamic-closed models is practical. A
similar problem occurs with defined-dynamic models. Defined models are created by
developers independent of the system and represent a specification of it. Following
this definition, a defined model can only be dynamic if change is a first-class entity in
the model, and the model thus represents a language describing all possible system
configurations reachable at runtime. Again, the practicality of this is doubtful.
2.3.2 Analysis
One thing that becomes directly obvious from the discussion of the open- and closed-
world assumptions is that any kind of specification can (or maybe should) be under-
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Figure 2.3. Matrices showing which combinations of open/closed, static/dynamic,
and defined/learned modeling techniques are possible.
stood as a constraint on the infinite set of possible models, system implementations, or
system states. Authors that explicitly acknowledge this notion include Jackson [2003],
who considers object models, that is models showing allowed configurations of data
structures at runtime, as invariants on the program heap. On the other hand side,
modeling languages like UML, which, like any other specification language, expresses
constraints on the model space, is augmented by OCL as an explicit constraint lan-
guage to further constrain UML models. This distinction between modeling languages
and constraint languages on models expressed in those modeling languages is not
strictly necessary and is to some degree arbitrary. What becomes a first class entity in
the modeling language and which concepts are factored out into a separate constraint
language is essentially a matter of choice.
The second aspect that has to be considered to decide which concepts become
first-class entities in a modeling language is which aspects of systems the language
is intended to model. For example, software architecture, modularization, class hier-
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archies, behavioral specifications and non-functional specifications all talk about dif-
ferent concepts, and no language can include all these concepts and remain usable.
Hence most languages restrict their scope and thus the number of concepts they must
include. For example, Architecture Description Languages (ADL) like ArchJava focus
on the structural concepts of components and connectors, but have no means to spec-
ify behavior. UML sequence diagrams or Message Sequence Charts [ITU, 2004] de-
fine allowed communications between components, but have no concepts to express
component structures and interconnections. Goal modeling languages like KAOS by
Lamsweerde [2001] or Tropos by Giorgini et al. [2005] focus on eliciting and struc-
turing non-functional requirements, but not on how to build systems meeting these
requirements.
Property templates, as defined in this thesis, are constraints on defined, static, open
component or class models. Since the types of constraints expressed by property tem-
plates are either heap invariants or method invariants, the models and constraint spec-
ifications do not need to be dynamic, since invariants cover all possible dynamically
possible configurations. And the specifications utilized by the LuMiNous approach are
defined and open for practical reasons. Generating runtime checks for specific con-
straints does not require complete or closed models, so open, partial models do fine,
which is also more practical, because defining complete, closed models of real-world
systems is an almost impossibly huge task. The work that is closely related to this
thesis in terms of modeling and specification approaches is related not so much by the
modeling language used, as by the goal and the types of models expressed. That is,
approaches that express structural or heap invariants, rather than contracts.
2.4 Tool-driven Techniques
Identifying and specifying constraints is only the first step towards having runtime
checks verifying these constraints. The second step is the creation of the actual mon-
itors and oracles that verify the constraints. However, often the mapping between
specifications and the necessary oracles and monitoring code is not trivial and re-
quires considerable knowledge of the underlying platform and language. Automating
this generation makes techniques reusable by average rather than expert programmers
and removes this transformation as a source for errors. Codifying expert knowledge
in transformations also eases reuse and sharing of this knowledge. Assuming a suit-
able tool infrastructure also allows a community of developers to contribute to the
maintenance and expansion of available transformations.
Additionally, if specifications are language and platform independent, then tools
provide the necessary separation between specification and implementation platform,
allowing the same specification to be applied in different contexts. The potential bene-
fits directly lead to some basic requirements constraint validation techniques and tools
should fulfill:
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• Specification languages should be general and useful to the entire development
process rather than specific to particular tasks.
• Specification languages and tools should be easy to learn and use, and should
not incur excessive additional work overhead.
• Tools should be customizable and extensible to allow constant evolution of trans-
formations and properties.
• Where possible, specification languages and properties should be independent
from implementation platforms and languages.
Most practical approaches have to make trade-offs between these requirements,
and the approaches and tools discussed above all meet some of the requirements well,
while not considering others. Most of the approaches discussed before make use of
tools to generate oracles and to integrate them into the implementation of the system,
or at least partially automate this process. However, most fall short on extensibility
and expressiveness, because they rely on the expressiveness of standard UML. The ap-
proach and tool discussed in the remaining chapters of this thesis have been designed
and built to meet these requirements better than competing approaches. However,
some trade-offs were still necessary, and those will be discussed in the respective chap-
ters.
2.5 Summary
Runtime verification touches on various fields. Properties to be verified have to capture
the intentions of the developers, and should relate to common faults and failures.
Existing taxonomies are domain specific and have relatively small overlap among them.
Further, the types of properties and failure classifications available in the discussed
literature is not sufficient for the work developed in this thesis. On the other hand, in
their respective sub-areas other surveys are much more detailed than is necessary to
discuss the contributions of this thesis [Delgado et al., 2004].
Most existing techniques that focus on runtime monitoring aim at systems manage-
ment under performance and economic considerations. The metrics and specifications
employed in this area are hardly useful for verifying functional and structural proper-
ties of systems. Work on runtime verification or enforcement of structural constraints
is more strongly inspired by traditional testing techniques and relies on specifications
of heap invariants in the form of class or object models, and contracts.
The recent focus on model-based techniques in testing and system development in
practice implies that many new techniques are based on UML models or at least UML-
like models. The advantage of this focus on UML is that in principle UML models are
useful during the entire system development process. However, most approaches that
add their own semantics or properties to the existing specification syntax do so in an
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ad-hoc manner; the idea of integrating individual techniques into a complete model-
driven process is lost, and despite the use of UML as the foundation, techniques are
effectively stand-alone.
The work presented in this thesis goes beyond this state of the art in several ways. It
identifies classes of failures and faults, and by detailed analysis of their characteristics
defines mapping between the fault and failure classes. That supplants the too abstract
failure taxonomies as the foundation for specification and monitoring techniques. Fur-
ther, the focus of the studies is on design-level properties that map to clearly identifi-
able error conditions. Properties of this kind, most prominently heap invariants and
component protocols, have so far been mostly the domain of static verification tech-
niques such as model checking or symbolic execution. Figure 2.4 shows where these
properties fall in the matrix of property vs check abstraction level. The tool developed
as part of the validation of this thesis also takes the goal of a complete model-driven
process into account and keeps additions to standard modeling languages transparent,
extensible and easy to use.
Chapter 3
The LuMiNous Approach
Runtime monitoring has been used for profiling, system management,
support of fault tolerance and more. The previous chapter identified di-
mensions along which runtime monitoring approaches can be classified,
discussed existing work within this framework and identified gaps in that
work that remain to be filled. The comparison in Figure 2.4 identified
techniques that specify properties at the abstraction level of system de-
sign, but has to check them at the statement or method level rather than
the module level in the implementation as one such gap. In this chap-
ter I propose a systematic approach, called LuMiNous, that fits into this
gap. The approach exploits the results postulated by the hypothesis that
violations of many design-level properties map to well-defined classes of
failures, and that these classes of failures can be exploited to create run-
time monitors. The approach outlined here also pays particular attention
to make the results usable in practice. Chapters 4 and 5 then show that
this hypothesis holds, and hence confirm the foundation for the approach.
This chapter discusses the overall approach that underlies the work in the following
chapters. The approach hinges on two key principles: simplicity of specification, and a
maximum of automation. It achieves simplicity of specification by defining a method
for developers to analyze system requirements and to create and annotate system mod-
els. For simplicity, an easy to understand, straightforward language is preferable to a
complex formal notation as long as it is capable of expressing the desired properties.
Hence, the annotations introducing the properties are simple tags with few parameters,
and they are easy to place in almost any kind of specification. The drive for automa-
tion is motivated by two orthogonal factors: first, the complexity of runtime monitors
for design-level properties, and second, to pave the way for utilizing the results of this
thesis in software development.
Design-level properties by definition affect substantial parts of software systems,
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which suggests that runtime monitors checking for such properties will have to monitor
many parts of the system rather than being well localized. The studies leading to the
definition of failure classes in Chapter 4 and the case studies in Chapter 7 confirm that
assertions for high-level properties are often distributed across substantial parts of the
system. Creating and adding all assertions in the right places is therefore tedious and
error-prone.
Utilizing the results of this thesis means enabling developers to create high-quality
runtime monitors with effort that is commensurate with the added value of the moni-
tors. This directly motivates automation, since automation reduces the effort develop-
ers have to put into the task of creating monitors, and likely increases the quality of
the resulting monitors. Automation of course requires a tool to process the annotated
specifications, and to generate runtime monitors from them.
The central element in this approach, and the foundation for tool support, is the
property template catalog. Property templates are the major research contribution of
this thesis that facilitates the automatic generation of runtime monitors. Each property
template represents a design-level property, for example global state invariants or sim-
ple temporal properties, and code templates for runtime monitors capable of detecting
violations of that property. Hence, implicit in the assertions of the runtime monitor,
property templates also contain well defined classes of failures that signal property
violations. Developers use this catalog to identify properties in their requirements, a
model transformation tool uses the catalog of properties and matching templates to
generate runtime monitors and to automatically insert them into the target system.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the components and activities of the approach. The approach
focuses on two aspects: (1) Deriving and specifying system-level constraints, and
(2) automatically translating constraints into runtime monitors, which are assertions
in the prototype implementation of the tool in Chapter 6. The central building block
is the repository of formalized failures classes, called Property Templates. Developers
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systematically analyze the system requirements to identify properties in their system
that match those in the catalog, which is described in detail in Chapter 4, and create
and annotate a system model with these properties. This annotated model is the input
for the model transformation tool that generates the runtime monitors. The generated
code derives from the templates documented in Chapter 5. These templates consist of
monitoring infrastructure that gathers the necessary data, and oracles that determine
when a property violation occurred.
The first step, requirements analysis, is a task for developers, because it is difficult
to automate. It requires understanding the semantics of requirements specifications,
which are usually provided in natural language or informal notations that do not lend
themselves well to automatic analysis. Often, decisions whether or not property tem-
plates apply to a given situation also have to consider the developers intentions of
how to build the system. From a practical perspective, intuitive and yet well-defined
semantics for property templates and simple annotation languages facilitate this step
for developers. This is why the annotation language defined in Chapter 6 is not a
fully fledged assertion language like JML or Spec#. Rather, it is a set of concrete an-
notations with well-defined semantics that readily translate into effective code-level
assertions. This has the advantage that model annotations are very simple and can
easily be placed. On the other hand, this limits the expressiveness of annotations to
exactly the predefined set in the catalog.
The second step, monitor generation, is fully automated. The simplicity of the
model annotations paired with the inherent complexity of bridging the semantic gap
between system- and design-level models on one side, and the implementation on
the other side, means that the automatic transformation must address this complexity.
Fortunately, this same simplicity suggests a solution. It is feasible to define re-usable
templates for runtime monitors matching the limited number of well-defined annota-
tions. Using such templates, the annotations are translated into the necessary sets of
assertions, and inserted in all relevant locations in the code. Like in every model-based
technique, for the automatic assertion generation to work, there must be a semantic
link between the annotated model and the system implementation. This also means
that the model and the code must evolve together when the system changes. Keeping
models and code synchronized is a well-researched problem, but still provides signif-
icant challenges. The tool discussed in Chapter 6 alleviates the problem of keeping
models and system implementation synchronized by requiring only partial models of
the system. The model has to contain only the entities relevant to each annotation, and
assertion generation can proceed. This does not remove the need of keeping model and
code synchronized, but it reduces the work to synchronizing a much smaller model to
code changes.
To realize the complete approach, research as well as practical engineering chal-
lenges must be tackled. First, property templates must be identified, formalized, and
brought into a format usable by software developers to create models as well as by
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model transformation tools to generate code. Property templates are identified by em-
pirical studies of software requirements and typical failures occurring in systems. This
is mostly a research challenge addressing the feasibility of the approach, but the em-
pirical research can be supported by feedback from practitioners. Second, the methods
associated with the use of the developed property templates, that is the annotation
language and transformation tool, must be easily usable, and the code must not only
be effective in detecting property violations, but also efficient enough to be useful in
real projects. This is by and large an engineering challenge to utilize existing technolo-
gies and build easily usable additional tools where needed. Empirical evaluation of
the runtime performance of the monitors can lead to improvements in performance or
trade-offs between precision and performance.
The technical chapters in the remainder of the thesis discuss the solutions found
for these challenges. Chapter 4 discusses the research leading to the identification of
property templates, and a formalization of their semantics, ultimately leading to cat-
alog of reusable properties for developers to draw from during requirements analysis.
Chapter 5 shows how the formal semantics are translated into effective and efficient
code templates. The set of templates shown in this chapter is a concrete realization
of the automatic translation step for Java applications, utilizing AspectJ as a tool. The
complexity of mapping from the design level to the code level is hidden in the tem-
plates, since AspectJ performs the matching of monitoring code to locations where it
has to be executed. Finally, Chapter 6 gives a short account of the design and imple-
mentation of the transformation tool used for the experiments discussed in Chapter 7.
The overall practicality of the approach is also assessed in Chapter 7.
Chapter 4
Classes of Runtime Failures
The approach outlined in the previous chapter relies on property tem-
plates. Conceptually, property templates are software patterns that com-
bine common system- and design-level properties with typical error pat-
terns. This chapter discusses research that derives these patterns from
studies of existing software systems. This research studies both, software
requirements specifications and failure reports logged in issue tracking
systems to establish links between properties in the requirements, and
the failures of systems. The results of these studies confirm the hypothe-
sis about the existence of clusters of failures associated with design-level
properties. This chapter first motivates the research in more detail, then
discusses the research methodology used to identify candidate properties,
and then defines the formal semantics of these properties.
To be useful in the approach discussed previously, property templates must relate
at least two factors: error patterns, that are patterns in the system state or behavior
that signal that something is wrong, and more abstract, intuitive properties that are
being violated when such patterns occur. For example, components or frameworks
may require some initialization before they can be used, and an error pattern that
identifies a violation of the requirement might be that a service is requested from a
component before this initialization happened. Ideally, a third factor is related to the
first two. This factor is that error patterns are due to faults of a similar type. It is part of
the research question in this chapter to determine if there is such a connection between
error patterns and faults. But if there is such a connection, the detection abilities of
runtime monitors can be strengthened by also considering these fault patterns.
The studies in this chapter focus on both aspects, identifying recurring abstract
semantics in the requirements specifications, like the example of initialization above,
and identifying recurring error and failure patterns in the issue reports. Candidates
for property templates are those patterns where there is sufficiently strong correlation
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between error patterns and meaning. Precisely defining when parts of specifications
constitute a pattern, when reported failures and errors constitute a pattern, and when
the two are sufficiently correlated is difficult, because these definitions depend on hu-
man judgment. Most high-level requirements specifications are written in informal or
semi-formal natural language, and with the current state of the art in information re-
trieval and natural language processing it is impossible to automatically analyze such
specifications to extract their precise meaning. Similarly, determining when identified
errors and failures constitute a pattern also depends on human judgment. There are
approaches to automatic anomaly detection that may be capable of detecting some
patterns, like component misuse [Mariani and Pezzè, 2005] or deviations from “nor-
mal” behavior [Baah et al., 2006]. However, they are limited by the assumption that
“normal” behavior can be derived from the system under analysis. A lot of information
about failures and faults is stored, again in natural language, in issue tracking systems,
and this information is not accessible to automated analysis, even though some inroads
have been made [Zimmermann et al., 2008]. Hence, the information that allows clus-
tering and separating specifications and problems must be processed by humans, and
thus decisions are always influenced by human judgment, and a more precise formal
definition of when something becomes a pattern is of little help. In Section 4.1, recur-
ring elements in specifications or similarities in failure reports are considered a pattern
when they occur around five times and in several applications.
Dwyer et al. [1999] present research that is based on a similar idea. They collect
patterns in temporal logic specifications for later reuse, and Cobleigh et al. [2006]
build tool support for developers based an these results. However, their work differs
from the work here in significant points. First, in temporal logic specifications, many
general properties, for example liveness and safety, are already known. Dwyer et al.
[1999] do not attempt to identify more such general properties, but simply use well
known ones and then classify identified specification patterns as those and refinements
of them. Second, temporal logic specifications have a completely different scope. They
generally are used for automated verification of system behavior. Due to the abstrac-
tions necessary, this currently limits their applicability to component communication
and coordination, but state related properties are very often still not feasible to verify.
This makes automated verification via temporal logic specifications complementary to
the runtime monitoring of state-based properties defined here.
On the other hand, Chapter 2 shows that much of the work on runtime monitoring
focuses on low-level performance metrics or contract-like pre- and post-conditions for
methods. It also identified a gap in the current state of the art. The hypothesis of
this dissertation is that it is possible to close this gap by raising the abstraction level of
state-based constraints to that of system architecture and design. Well defined methods
working at this abstraction level give developers new tools to improve the quality and
reliability of systems. The research presented in this chapter is the first step towards
achieving that goal.
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4.1 Research Methodology
The desired outcome of the research described in this chapter are clusters of software
errors and failures that are grouped by their similarity in terms of their erroneous be-
havior and their relation to more general properties of the system. Hence, the research
must first identify candidates for such general properties, then collect and cluster re-
ported software errors and failures, and then see if the clusters correlate with the
properties. A later step, required to facilitate automatic error and failure detection,
is to define templates for runtime checks for each cluster, so that tools can generate
the checks based on knowledge of where a property associated with the cluster should
hold. This last step is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
Since there are two clearly separable aspects that define error classes, I have de-
signed the study in two steps. The first step is the analysis of requirements, such
as end-user documentation or API specifications, to identify recurrent properties that
are often used. For example, API specifications often refer to patterns for component
initialization and mutability. More complex examples that can be found in end user
documentation are requirements referring to domain specific input languages, like spe-
cial regular expressions for searches. The second step consists of understanding and
clustering problem reports for the applications and software systems I studied in the
first step. Whenever clusters can be mapped to one or more property, I established an
important link between the high-level requirements and the code implementing those
requirements.
To have a consistent set of inputs for our studies we selected applications where
specifications, code, and issue reports are available. For practical reasons I limit the
scope of the study to applications developed in Java. The projects hosted by the Apache
Foundation1 provide a rich source for many types of applications from large servers like
Tomcat, through various frameworks, to highly optimized libraries like Lucene. All of
these projects have reached a level of maturity and quality that they are used in many
successful commercial application scenarios.
To the best of my knowledge there is no mining tool that is able to process natural
language documents or bug databases and extract sets of reports based on semantic
criteria of the text content. Podgurski et al. [2003] present an automated AI based ap-
proach to automatically classify execution traces reported as failing, and in a compan-
ion report Francis et al. [2004] analyze in detail how precise the derived classifications
are. However, using only execution traces does not capture the semantics of what is
going wrong, and the precision reported by Francis et al. [2004] is not high enough
to base the second part of the study on this approach. After a study of the existing
work in repository mining, of how bugs are reported, and how symptoms and fixes are
discussed, I came to the conclusion that a manual analysis of the reports was the only
way to obtain reliable information about the semantic content of bug reports. Unfor-
1http://www.apache.org
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tunately, the large amount of time required for manual analysis limits the number and
size of studies the could be done within the scope of this thesis.
4.1.1 Requirements Analysis
The goal of the requirements analysis during the studies was twofold: (1) to determine
recurring patterns that imply constraints on possible implementations in the specifica-
tions, and (2) to determine in how many cases identified patterns or constraints di-
rectly relate to clusters of problems identified during the fault analysis in the second
step.
It turns out that complete requirements specifications are hard to come by for open-
source projects. However, in all cases API specifications and some end-user documenta-
tion are available. I analyzed these specifications, which reflect black-box requirements
and high-level design of the system.
Spotting patterns (not design patterns, but patterns defining less well-defined rela-
tionships between parts of the system) and recurring constraints in API specifications
and end-user documentation is difficult and relies on the judgment of the person do-
ing the analysis. For example, the Cocoon API specification2 contains the following
phrases spread across several classes and interfaces: “A simple immutable and seri-
alizable implementation of Location”, “Lock this component info object at the end of
processor building to prevent any further changes”, “It is important that the cache key
has the following attributes: [. . . ] It must be Immutable”, “Close this instance, or in
other words declare that no other sources will be added . . . ”. Intuitively, these phrases
have in common that they specify that objects must not change their state. However,
there are also differences. Some of the specifications above literally state that objects
must be immutable, while others provide methods that allow users of an interface to
declare that they no longer intend to change the state of the object. It is also not
precisely defined what immutable means, so implementors are left to decide that on
their own. Whether or not these specifications constitute the definition of the same
property, that is that object state must not change, requires judgment involving the de-
cision whether the commonalities overrule the differences and whether declarations of
the interface provider and interface users can be treated as equivalent. This judgment
can and should take a deeper analysis and understanding of the context in which these
specifications occur into account. In an extreme case this may even lead to the decision
that syntactically equivalent specifications might be treated as not being semantically
equivalent.
The examples above led to the definition of the immutable property, and their
differences led to the flexibility introduced in the semantics shown in Table 4.5 later
in this chapter. This example illustrates why it is difficult to describe the process and
the decisions that led to the identification of each property discussed later in a way
2http://cocoon.apache.org/2.2/apidocs/index.html
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that makes it easily reproducible. Appendix B describes the study setup in more detail.
For each study, the data there also lists which specifications (of which classes and
interfaces) contributed to the definition of the properties listed in Table 4.1.
Despite the difficulty to describe the decision process in more detail, there are
some general conclusions that can be drawn from the studies. With respect to patterns
in specifications, well designed and documented API specifications yield results more
easily, and as a consequence, it may be easier to reproduce the results of such studies.
For example, the Java Servlet and Java Server Pages API documentation directly specify
many instances of the initialized and unique properties. On the other hand, the
API documentation for Lucene is very sparse and gives barely any information about
constraints on the use of the library. In most cases end-user documentation was less
yielding than API specifications and required more in-depth study to obtain useful
results.
4.1.2 Failure Analysis
For all applications in the studies, issue repositories collect reports, colloquially called
bug reports, of system failures and other problems. Those are the source of the failures
that enter the classification reported here.
Bug reports for projects hosted by Apache are maintained either using Bugzilla or
JIRA. In both cases an issue report refers to a specific release version of the software
where the issue was first noticed and each issue has a status. Because all the software
systems I analyzed are still under development, the issue databases are constantly
changing. To have a stable set of issues to address throughout the time of the study
I chose to study issues reported for older versions of each software. This not only
yields a more stable set of reports to analyze, but also means that most of the issues
have been resolved by the developers, easing the task of determining bug cause and
fixes. I used the release version to select only small subsets of issues clearly associated
with a particular version of the code. The issue status or resolution indicates how the
developers consider the problem. In all cases I discarded issues that were marked as
invalid, non reproducible, or as issues that won’t be fixed. The rationale for discarding
these issues is that if the developers do not consider something a bug, then neither
should I.
After filtering those non-issues out of the result sets returned by queries to the
issue databases, I studied every remaining issue in detail. Questions to be answered
about each issue before they could be assigned to a cluster, create a new cluster, or be
discarded were:
• What are the failure symptoms? For example, does the failure crash the system,
return an illegal value, or fails to return an expected result?
• What kind of fault causes the failures? For example, is it a simple null pointer
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Property Cocoon Lucene Tomcat
Total instances 151 85 – 63 14 109
caching – 2 – 1 – –
explicit<I> 19 – – 3 1 –
concurrency 47 5 – 2 1 4
immutable 22 – – – 3 2
initialized 32 3 – 1 4 6
language<L> 1 5 – 1 2 3
resource mgmt 8 3 – – – –
unique 22 – – – 3 –
Table 4.1. Properties identified during requirements analysis. For each application,
the first column represents the number of properties found during requirements anal-
ysis, the second column represents the number of reported failures.
exception, a concurrency problem due to incorrect locking, or an incorrect algo-
rithm to compute a result?
• Is there a clear statement in the requirements that is being violated by this fail-
ure? For example, an API call returns null even though the specification claims
that a method never returns null.
The first two questions define the dimensions along which issues are clustered.
The third question connects the failure clusters to the results from the requirements
analysis: an issue for which I cannot identify a clear requirement that is violated will
not help in defining property templates. The numbers of relevant issues reported in
Table 4.1 reflect this last filtering step. The difficulties of analyzing bug reports are
similar to those encountered during requirements analysis, but in many cases were
more complex. Consider for example bug reports 42361 and 42409 in the Tomcat bug
database. Their commonality is that in both cases incorrect data is returned under
certain conditions, and that in both cases this is caused by internally changing data
values that should remain unchanged during a single request. However, none of this
is immediately apparent from just reading the initial bug reports. Finding these com-
monalities in both cases requires reading code patches and understanding the impact
of the changes contained in these patches. Thus, analyzing bug reports to identify
patterns requires even more developer involvement, understanding and judgment to
determine commonalities among reports, which based on simple text analysis would
have nothing in common at all. The data in Appendix B describes the failure report
study in more detail, providing the necessary queries to obtain the dataset used, and
lists the mapping between failure reports and identified clusters.
Table 4.1 lists only those properties that have been judged to have sufficiently well
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defined semantics and occur frequently. A more detailed analysis of the classes listed
in Table 4.1 revealed two important facts:
• Not all classes are homogeneous enough to be amenable to formalization and the
definition of a matching property template. For example, resource management
problems typically refer to low-level locking and allocation problems that are
case specific and not easily generalized.
• Some classes, even though conceptually different, can be captured by others.
For example, most caching problems I identified could be detected by a check
that the involved classes explicitly implement necessary interfaces instead of just
inheriting the required methods.
Consequently, the catalog of property templates in Section 4.2 lists semantics and
templates only for those properties that are general and not subsumed by others.
4.1.3 Threats to Validity
The results summarized in Table 4.1 and the details elaborated in the following sections
are evidence that some kinds of runtime failures can be clustered as hypothesized.
How far these results can be generalized is impacted by three factors: (1) the studies
are limited to Java programs, (2) the studies analyze only few applications, and (3)
the assessment whether bug reports and specifications are similar is based on human
judgment.
Restricting the studies to a single programming language poses a threat to gener-
alizability, and thus overall validity of the results only if the obtained clusters and the
subsequent formal semantics contain language specific concepts. Such language spe-
cific concepts might be that the classes crucially rely on programming constructs that
are only available in some languages and are hard to emulate in others, or rely on other
language specific capabilities, like preprocessor macros in C and C++. As the defini-
tion of formal semantics in Section 4.2 shows, the semantics does not contain concepts
that are inherently language dependent. It is, however, based on object-oriented con-
cepts, and therefore it is not clear how the results would generalize to systems written
in languages that do not natively support object orientation.
Analyzing only few applications makes it difficult to draw conclusions that apply
to all programs. The data in Table 4.1 shows significant differences in the frequency
with which patterns occur in the applications under study. These three applications
are of clearly distinct types, Cocoon is a component integration framework, Lucene
a search library, and Tomcat a J2EE application server. Hence, the differences in the
results suggest that the application type influences which kinds of properties occur
more frequently. Unfortunately this also suggests that the results may not generalize
to applications of other types, since their behavior might be different from those al-
ready studied. The second factor in the study design that influences and potentially
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biases the results is that in every study only the specifications for a sub-component
have been studied, and for that sub-component only the bug reports for a single re-
lease version have been analyzed. This reduces the absolute number of properties and
failure clusters reported in Table 4.1, and since the studied sub-components are even
more specialized than the overall application, this tight focus of the study is likely to
exacerbate the bias introduced by studying few applications of different types.
Founding the analysis on human judgment poses two problems: the first is repro-
ducibility, the second is consistency. In the previous two subsections I outlined the
process I followed to define the clusters in Table 4.1. However, no amount of detailed
description can guarantee that other researchers will follow the exact same reasoning
in all cases, and hence the results may be different. Further, the studies have been
conducted over a period of several weeks. It is prudent to assume that growing ex-
perience and other factors impacted on each individual judgment that has been made
at different times. Hence, the studies, even though they have been conducted by a
single researcher, may not be fully internally consistent due to drift introduced by such
factors.
4.2 Semantics Specification
The property template catalog in this section lists all available property templates,
describes their semantics, and defines the assertions used to detect violations of the
properties. It also discusses the stereotypes used to implement the annotations to UML
models. In many cases annotations require parameters to fine-tune their behavior.
These parameters are provided as attributes to the stereotypes.
During the discussion several conventions simplify the notation:
(1) I use UML terminology when discussing model elements and stereotypes. Clas-
sifier refers to classes and interfaces. Attributes and operations map to fields and meth-
ods in Java.
(2) I use JavaBeans terminology when talking about the interfaces exposed by
classifiers. Hence, a property of a classifier is a data value exposed through getter
and/or setter methods.
(3) Since the LuMiNous prototype is based on Java, I use names and class hierar-
chies from the Java standard library to naturally classify commonalities among groups
of classes. Further, the assertion templates use standard idioms and patterns to identify
relevant code locations to place assertions.
Unfortunately, this leads to some overloading of terms. A property of a Java class
is not the same as a property in the sense of the system-level properties that are the
subject of this catalog. However, the usage should be clear from the context.
Each catalog entry consists of a summary table and a more detailed textual de-
scription of the template. The summary table contains two sections: the top section
contains information relevant to developers using the template during requirements
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Property Description
explicit<I> The constrained class must implement a comparison opera-
tion matching interface I.
immutable The constrained entity may not change its visible state once
it is created.
initialized The constrained entity must complete all custom initializa-
tion before becoming accessible to clients.
language <L> The constrained entity must be a string and must match a
regular expression defining the language L.
notnull The annotated parameter or return value must never be
null.
singleton The annotated class must maintain the semantics of the Sin-
gleton design pattern [Gamma et al., 1994].
unique The constrained entity must be unique within its context.
If the constrained entity is a relation, tuples in the relation
must be unique.
Table 4.2. Classes of constraints for property templates.
analysis. It contains the name of the property, which equals the name of the stereo-
type, a short description of the purpose of the template, a list of model elements the
annotation may be applied to, and if applicable a list of parameters. The bottom part
of the table contains information relevant to the model transformation. It lists the
context elements relevant to a given annotation, the target location of the generated
assertions, and a list of formal assertion templates.
Developers are not required to understand the contents of the transformation sec-
tion to be able to annotate system models. However, the assertion templates represent
the most formal definition of a properties semantics, and detailed understanding of
the translation process is required to customize the transformations and to provide
application specific assertion templates.
Precisely defining the semantics of the properties in the catalog, and the additional
constraints implied (for example observability constraints), requires some definitions
and conventions. This section defines precise notation to augment the natural language
definitions of property semantics.
Definition 4.1 (Classifier). A classifier C is a type that consists of a set of methods,
denoted C .methods, and a set of attributes, denoted C .attributes. Attributes may be
read-only, in which case the expression attribute.isReadOnly has the boolean value true.
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Definition 4.2 (Subtype). For classifiers C and D, C <: D denotes that C is a subtype
of D.
Definition 4.3 (Weak Implementation). A classifier C is said to weakly implement a
method m, in symbols C |m, if there is a classifier D such that C <: D and the concrete
implementation of D provides a concrete implementation of m.
Definition 4.4 (Strong Implementation). A classifier C is said to strongly implement a
method m, in symbols C ||m, if and only if the concrete implementation of C provides
a concrete implementation of m. Obviously, C ||m→ C |m.
The first four definitions are defining notation for common concepts found in
object-oriented languages. The concepts of subtypes, interfaces, and strong and weak
implementation are necessary to reason about the semantics and the applicability of
properties.
Definition 4.5 (Pre- and Post-State). For a given attribute a ∈ C .attributes and a
method m ∈ C .methods of a classifier C , a@prem denotes the value of the attribute
a directly before the execution of m, and a@postm denotes the value of a directly after
the execution of m.
Access to system states before and after methods are executed is a prerequisite for
assertion languages to be able to assert over state changes.
Definition 4.6 (Assertion). An assertion is a first-order logic formula. Expressions
comprising the formula may be subtype, implementation, interface, and state expres-
sions, as well as common mathematical expressions.
To reason about where assertions should be inserted into systems, and under which
conditions they must be evaluated, we need notation to describe program locations
and execution conditions. The definitions and terminology for program locations are
a generalized form of the terminology common in aspect-oriented languages, such as
AspectJ3 [Laddad, 2009].
Definition 4.7 (Pointcut). A pointcut describes either a method call site or a attribute
access site in the code.
The syntax for method call sites is:
T.m(p1, . . . , pn)
where T is a type, m a method name, and pi are parameter types. T and m may
contain ‘*’ as a wildcard matching arbitrary strings. Any pi , may be replaced by the
wildcard ‘..’ matching an arbitrary number of parameters of arbitrary type. The special
method name new signifies constructors.
3http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj/
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Property: comparable
Description: Annotated classifiers must directly implement equals and
hashCode.
Elements: Classifier
Generalization: explicit<I>
Context: annotated entity
Location: annotated entity
Assertions: C .new(..){∀m ∈ M : C ||m}
Table 4.3. Catalog entry for comparable.
The syntax for attribute access sites is :
set|get(T. f )
where set and get refer to write and read access respectively. T is a typename, f is
an attribute name, and both T and f may contain the ‘*’ wildcard to match arbitrary
strings.
To define complete assertion templates, assertions have to be associated with point-
cuts describing which part of the code they belong to.
Definition 4.8 (Assertion language). Assertion templates are defined as
(pointcut {assertion+})+
Following conventions for regular expressions, ‘+’ signifies that each specified pointcut
must be associated with at least one assertion.
comparable
The comparable property is a special case of explicit<I>. It addresses the case where
language frameworks and libraries provide consistent sets of container classes follow-
ing a common super interface, or as is more often the case, assume that classes using
the framework implement a set of well-defined comparison methods, denoted M .
For example, in the Java Collection Framework M would contain equals() and
hashCode(). The precise contents of M are language and framework dependent, hence
they have to be specified by the transformation (see Chapter 6), and not as part of the
high-level semantics.
explicit <I>
The explicit property declares that annotated classifiers must directly implement the
interface I. By directly we mean that the classifier must provide its own implementation
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Property: explicit <I>
Description: Annotated classifiers must directly implement interface I.
Elements: Classifier
Refinement: comparable
Context: annotated entity
Location: annotated entity
Assertions: C .new(..){∀m ∈ I .methods : C ||m}
Table 4.4. Catalog entry for explicit.
of the interfaces methods. This property is violated if the classifier only inherits the
interface’s methods from a superclass.
A good example for when this property is useful is in implementations of the Ab-
stractFactory or FactoryMethod design patterns [Gamma et al., 1994]. The patterns are
centered around the concept of concrete classes explicitly implementing an abstract
method or interface that decouple concrete implementations from client code.
This property is particular in the sense that at a first glance it appears that checks
for implicit implementation would best be done statically by a compiler. However,
even though technically this is possible, to my knowledge no programming language
provides declarative means to specify this property. Furthermore, it would be even
harder to statically enforce this property across library and component boundaries. The
compiled binaries would have to contain enough information to enable static checking
of clients, which requires additional infrastructure to be used by the developers of the
components and the final system, while runtime checks of this property only require
additional infrastructure deployed together with the final system.
immutable
immutable declares that instances of annotated classifiers must not change their visi-
ble state after creation or the invocation of an explicit locking operation. If no locking
operation is specified, the object must not change its visible state after instance con-
struction completes. The latter is inspired by Unkel and Lam [2008], who’s research
indicates that immutable behavior after explicit locking or from a certain location in
the code on is typical for many kinds of programs. The current implementation con-
siders the constructor to be the locking operation.
initialized
The initialized property implies that classifier specific initialization has completed
before any references to instances of the classifier are used. The basic semantics for
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Property: immutable
Description: Annotated classifiers must not change their visible state.
Elements: Classifier
Parameters: lock (optional, default: constructor)
Context: annotated entity
Location: annotated entity
Assertions: C .lock(){locked← true}
C .m(..){m ∈ C .methods \ {lock(),new(..)} : locked =
true→∀a ∈ C .attributes : a@prem = a@postm}
Table 4.5. Catalog entry for immutable.
Property: initialized
Description: Annotated entities must not be null, and classifier specific
initialization must have occurred when entities are accessed.
Elements: Classifier
Parameter initializer (optional, default: constructor)
Context: annotated entity
Location: clients of annotated entity
Assertions: C .initializer(..){init@post← true}
C .m(..){m ∈ C .methods \ {new(..),initializer(..)} :
init@pre = true}
Table 4.6. Catalog entry for initialized.
a classifier C annotated with initialized state that whenever a method that is not
a constructor or the specified initializer is executed, then initialization must have oc-
curred. Note that this refers only to method executions, not to field accesses. The
rationale for this is that typical idioms in object-oriented languages suggest that fields
be only accessible through dedicated accessor methods. Many languages, for exam-
ple Objective C [Apple Inc., 2008] and Groovy [König, 2007], even generate accessor
methods automatically if developers do not specify them explicitly, hence making direct
field access unnecessary.
To allow for various design patterns that require initialization of objects outside
the object constructor, the initialized property takes an optional parameter that
specifies a dedicated initialization operation. initializer methods are exempt from
the rule that instances of the classifier have to be initialized before operations can be
used. If there is no explicit initializer defined on an initialized classifier, the
constructor is considered the initializer. In this case, initialized is merely a tag with
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Property: language <L>
Description: Annotated strings must conform to regular language L.
Elements: String values
Parameters: regexp (required)
Context: annotated entity
Location: annotated entity
Assertions: C .m(.., S, ..){S ∼ L}
C .set(S){S ∼ L}
Table 4.7. Catalog entry for language <L>.
no effect.
If we are dealing with static singletons like in the Tomcat case study, conceptually
the semantics of initialized remain the same, but since static methods cannot refer
to instance objects the tracking is implemented slightly differently.
language <L>
The language property declares that a visible string value must match a regular lan-
guage L. Formally, the annotation language<L> on a method parameter or class at-
tribute a denotes that a ∈ L. Since we require that L be a regular language, we use
common regular expressions to specify L. The assertions shown in Table 4.7 should be
considered an exclusive choice. If and only if the annotation is placed on a parameter,
then the assertions with the method-call pointcut is used, and vice versa.
This property effectively defines method pre-conditions or class invariants. As such
it is at the same abstraction level as the implementation, if the language constraint
is language specific. However, there are cases, for example the case study in Sec-
tion 7.3.3, where the language constraint stems from the system requirements rather
than implementation decisions.
notnull
The notnull property is not a direct result of our failure and specification study, but
emerged from the definition of more abstract properties such as initialized (a refer-
ence can only point to an initialized object if the reference is not null). Even though
the concept of null values exists only at the implementation level, this property has
been shown to be useful for debugging and quality assessment in component based
software (see the nanoxml case study in Section 7.2).
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Property: notnull
Description: Annotated parameters or return values must not be null.
Elements: Method parameters, method return values
Context: annotated entity
Location: annotated entity
Assertions: For method parameters p: C .m(.., p, ..){p 6= null}
For method return values: C .m(..){m(..) 6= null}
Table 4.8. Catalog entry for notnull.
Property: singleton
Description: The annotated class must maintain the semantics of the Sin-
gleton design pattern.
Elements: Class
Context: annotated entity
Location: annotated entity
Assertions: C .new(..){instance@pre = false∧ instance@post← true}
Table 4.9. Catalog entry for singleton.
singleton
The singleton property checks that a class maintains the semantics of the Singleton
design pattern, that is, there is only one instance of the class in the entire system.
Even though the pattern is structurally simple, concurrent programs and language
specific issues can introduce corner cases that are easily missed by implementers. For
example, the naive implementation in Listing 4.1 is not thread safe. Given two threads
T1 and T2, the sequence T1.8, T2.8, T1.9− 11, T2.9− 11 leads to two instances of
the same class being created and returned to the respective callers.
Other, language specific factors, for example the time and order of static variable
creation and class loading, can also introduce subtle problems with straightforward
implementations of this pattern.
unique
The unique property declares that instances of a given type must be unique within
some context. The context is determined by the annotated model element. An anno-
tation on a classifier declares that instances of this type must be globally unique. An
annotation on an association declares that instances must be unique within the context
of the annotated association relation. Uniqueness of an instance is determined by an
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1 public class Singleton {
2 private static Singleton instance = null;
3
4 private Singleton() {
5 }
6
7 public static Singleton getInstance() {
8 if ( instance == null } {
9 instance = new Singleton();
10 }
11 return instance;
12 }
13 }
Listing 4.1. Naive Singleton implementation
Property: unique
Description: Annotated classes must be globally unique. Tuples in anno-
tated relations must be unique within that relation.
Elements: Association, Classifier
Parameters: uniquenessProperty (optional, default: hashCode)
Context: annotated entity, association ends, container
Location: annotated entity or container
Assertions: for globally unique objects
C .new(..){o← C .new(..)∧{x ∈ heap@postnew|x .uniquenessProperty=
o.uniquenessProperty}| ≤ 1}
Assertions: per-relation unique objects
A.add(..,o,..){{x ∈ A@postadd|x .uniquenessProperty=
o.uniquenessProperty∧ x}| ≤ 1}
Assertions: attribute change
C . ∗ (..){uniquenessProperty@pre 6=
uniquenessProperty@post→
|{x ∈ A|x .uniquenessProperty= o.uniquenessProperty}| ≤
1}
Table 4.10. Catalog entry for unique.
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attribute of the involved classifiers. By default the #hashCode of instances is used. If
this is not appropriate, the stereotype defines an additional attribute, declaring which
property of the classifier determines uniqueness. Intuitively, monitoring tracks po-
tential changes to the uniqueness attribute and evaluates the assertions every time a
change occurred. For unique annotations placed on classifiers, the context, and thus
the container is the entire heap rather than a specific association4.
Treatment of annotated classifiers is straightforward. Instance creation and de-
struction are monitored, and every new instance is compared against all currently
existing instances.
Handling of annotated associations is more involved, because the context of the
association must be included. First, associations may only be annotated if they repre-
sent a 1-to-n or a n-to-m relationship. Instances participating in 1-to-1 relationships
are obviously unique and no monitoring is necessary. Additionally, the container must
explicitly expose operations to query its contents, or to add elements. Defaults can
be inferred from the association’s name. Alternatively, the developer could specify the
relevant operations through parameters to the annotation (this is not expressed in the
above semantics and not yet implemented). For the semantics above, null values are
not considered objects and they are skipped in the checks for uniqueness.
4.3 Discussion
The results in this chapter show that some software failures can be clustered into
classes that correspond to violations of general properties of software systems. It is
encouraging that a modest number of studies on medium and large software systems
already yield enough data to corroborate this hypothesis. However, the studies pro-
ducing these results were set up with the goal to determine existence of such classes,
not to provide an exhaustive list of them. This explains, at least partially, the rela-
tively small number of classes. That most of the classes focus more on structural than
on behavioral features of software systems can be explained by the construction of
the studies. Analyzing API specifications yields structural features more easily than
behavioral constraints. However, it is to be expected that more extensive studies, or
experience from development will yield an increasing amount of properties that relate
to behavioral and non-functional properties as well as more structural properties of the
type shown in this chapter.
The biggest threat to the validity of the classes produced here is the fact that they
are not based on a strictly formal definition, and have been derived using human judg-
ment rather than an algorithm. However, the discussion of the methodology, the data
presented and the catalog of property templates provide ample data and justification
explaining when human judgment yielded a new property template, and when clusters
4The unique property on associations is so far the only property that can be directly specified in OCL
using the implicit semantics of OCLs Set collection.
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were dismissed. The singleton property is one of those that are on the boundary to
being a useful property for runtime detection. Implementing the Singleton design
pattern correctly is trivial in non-concurrent programs, but significantly more compli-
cated when the pattern must be thread-safe. Nonetheless, in both cases it can be done
automatically when the systems code is completely generated from models. However,
as part of the Tomcat case study in Section 7.3 shows, non-trivial programs often do
not use standard implementations of design patterns, but rather tune them to their
needs. In such a setting automatic generation of the pattern itself is no longer possible
and faults may be introduced. Then a runtime monitor capable of detecting violations
can be helpful in finding very subtle errors due to race conditions or similar when
accessing the singleton. But in summary, whether or not the singleton property tem-
plate is useful in a project depends on many other design decisions, not only on the
property template itself.
The examples for property templates in the previous section and the case stud-
ies using the property templates to detect runtime errors are evidence supporting the
claim that meaningful classes of failure exist and that they can be exploited to detect
violations of system properties.
Chapter 5
Effective and Efficient Failure
Detectors
To automate the generation of runtime checks for property templates, the
code structure of these checks must be either pre-defined or be derivable
algorithmically by the generator. This chapter defines code templates for
the property templates selected in Chapter 4. These templates represent
the platform specific part of the approach outlined in Chapter 3. They
are implemented in AspectJ, and hence can be applied to applications
implemented in languages that translate to Java Bytecode.
The second contribution of this thesis is the definition of effective and efficient
runtime monitors and oracles that can detect violations of the property templates de-
fined in the previous chapter. From a high-level point of view, the formal assertions
defined in the property template catalog provide the basis for these oracles. However,
in practice many factors, for example the deployment platform and language, and the
idioms used to translate specifications to code, impact on how the assertions have to
be realized, and how and where they have to be placed in the system code.
This chapter discusses the challenges of defining efficient and effective oracles for
property templates. The effectiveness of oracles is impacted by the precision of place-
ment and the detail and amount of monitoring data available. The challenge here is to
find the best trade-off between the runtime overhead of monitoring and checking, and
the precision and recall of the generated checks. The efficiency of the oracles in terms
of runtime overhead is a cross-cutting concern. The incurred overhead is partially due
to the inherent complexity of the assertions, and partially may be fine-tuned and im-
proved by exploiting idioms and making assumptions about the system structure. All
these considerations must be viewed in the light that the goal is automatic generation
of oracles from annotated system models. Because these models are on a higher level of
abstraction than the system implementation, they contain less detail and information
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about implementation specifics. This means that transformations mapping high-level
entities into the implementation must make assumptions about these details, for ex-
ample using idioms and design patterns for translating models to code. The templates
presented in this chapter already contain several such assumptions, which are docu-
mented for each template. If these assumptions do not hold in the implementation of
the annotated system, the generated code has to be modified manually to match the
actual implementation.
The property templates defined in the previous chapter define constraints on sys-
tems. The formal semantics describes assertions encoding state invariants for the entire
system. Consequently, negating those conditions provides test criteria to determine if
failures occurred, that is if property templates have been violated. Having such a
formal criterion determining system failures is the basis for building oracles, that is
software that can determine based on the state or output of a program whether or
not the failure criterion has been met, and hence a software failure has occurred. In
practice however, even a formal and well-defined failure criterion does not mean that a
complete oracle can be defined. The common problems of precision and recall, that is
the rate of false positives and false negatives, depends on how difficult it is to define an
algorithm that is much simpler than the actual program, but that is yet able to detect
deviations from expected behavior [Pezzè and Young, 2007].
Most of the literature considers oracles in the context of software testing. Pezzè
and Young [2007] state that oracles, in particular comparison based oracles, are part
of testing frameworks that provide the necessary scaffolding and control to put the
program under test into a predefined state before executing test cases, and then to
extract the necessary information for the oracle to determine the outcome of the test
case. When considering oracles for runtime checking, one cannot assume the existence
of a framework that controls the execution of the program and allows the extraction
of necessary data. Rather, oracles for runtime checking must work while the program
under observation is executing without the possibility to influence the program, and
must be able to decide if a failure occurred based on the data available at runtime.
Further, in software testing, several partial oracles can be combined in different test
cases to ensure that all critical paths of the software are covered by meaningful test
cases. But since runtime overhead is an important factor in a production environment,
oracles for runtime checking should be few and very efficient. Hence, simple, yet
complete oracles would be ideal, while in practice oracles are partial, and there is a
trade-off between precision and performance.
These requirements on the oracles go beyond the common need to be able to de-
tect property violations. They must be taken into account when defining templates
for automatic generation of runtime monitors from property template specifications,
and make the development of templates more complex than just defining assertions.
The monitoring approaches discussed in Chapter 2 usually consider mostly what data
is required to monitor the properties interesting to a particular approach. On one ex-
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treme end are approaches that use assertions in the code as runtime self-checks. The
advantage there is that fine-grained program state is available when executing asser-
tions. However, the visibility of program state for most assertion approaches is limited
by the program scope within which an assertion is placed. That means that without
additional monitoring code, assertions as defined by assert() statements or similar in
many programming languages, can not easily reason about global properties, because
they have access only to the local state visible within their current scope. On another
extreme end, monitoring approaches only utilize data that is available at system in-
terfaces. Such approaches have exactly the opposite problem as assertions and cannot
reason about properties that involve fine-grained program state.
The types of checks one wants to perform strongly influence which end of this scale
an approach will tend towards. For the code templates discussed later in this chapter,
a lot of detailed state information is necessary, hence an assertion based approach
appears appropriate. However, many of the properties use local state information in
many places to reason over global properties, so facilities to access aggregate informa-
tion about the system are also necessary. In principle, all this can be implemented using
standard assertions defined with the assert statement in Java, and extra code that en-
ables access to the aggregate information required. However, the problem with using
only this technology is that extra code must be inserted in many places in the system for
a single property, and these placements must be updated and changed when the system
evolves. Table 7.9 gives an overview of how many different locations in the code are
affected by various of the property templates. The numbers there, 50 and more code
locations for a single property template, make clear that the simple, language based
approach is not feasible unless it is supported by a tool. However, inserting assertion
statements in the system code requires the tool to modify the system code, or requires
an unnecessarily complicated code structure. Aspect-oriented techniques that weave
code fragments non-intrusively, that is without changing the original code, can allevi-
ate the problem, and at the same time provide the necessary tool support. Further, the
point-cut concept of aspect-oriented techniques makes sure that all locations described
by point-cuts receive the necessary assertion code, no manual intervention is necessary
when the system evolves.
5.1 Methodology
To obtain an implementation of property templates that not only matches the formal
definitions in Chapter 4, but also meets the non-functional requirements of perfor-
mance and maintainability discussed above, I defined the code templates in five steps:
1. For every property I selected an application with a known fault that leads to
violations of that property.
2. I manually implemented assertions that successfully detect the violation.
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hashCode(): int
<<comparable>>
AClass
Figure 5.1. Simple application of comparable
3. I abstracted the concrete implementation into a template that can be instantiated
automatically from model annotations.
4. I applied the tool and template to other applications with known faults of the
same type to check if they were successfully detected.
5. Where necessary, I fine-tuned the oracles and make trade-offs between precision
and performance.
The decision to build oracles for property templates starting from known faults,
rather than trying to directly implement the semantics as defined in Chapter 4 is based
on the fact that the code templates for the assertions and the point-cuts describing
where in the system the assertions must be checked are implemented on a different
level of abstraction from the properties. Thus, the assertion templates, and in particular
the point-cuts, encode the mapping from a higher level of abstraction down to the
programming language level. This is not trivial and cannot be solved in a general
fashion. There are always trade-offs between the generality of the assertions and their
precision in detecting violations. The choice to base the assertions on known faults
and to validate their effectiveness on an additional test set of known faults assures that
the trade-offs are known and allows the fine tuning to implementation details specific
to the programming language at hand.
5.2 Templates
The implementation discussed here refers to the transformation from models to As-
pectJ code. Hence, the templates contain a lot of platform specific information. The
code templates contain placeholders of the form <Placeholder>. The transformation
replaces these with the concrete model elements relevant for each annotation in the
model. Table 5.1 lists possible placeholders and what they expand to in the transfor-
mation. Since the transformation always views these placeholders within the scope of
a single annotation, they unambiguously resolve to model elements that are relevant
to this annotation.
comparable
The code template for comparable is very straightforward. The point-cut attaches the
assertion after the static initialization of loaded classes finished. Static initialization
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Placeholder Expansion
Association The name of an annotated association.
Attribute The name of an annotated class attribute.
Class The name of the annotated class.
Classifier The name of the annotated classifier.
ContainedClass The name of the classifier to which an annotated association
points.
ContainerClass The name of the classifier from which an annotated associa-
tion originates.
Initializer The initializer parameter to the initialized property.
Interface The name of the interface required in explicit implemen-
tations.
L The language parameter to the language<L> property.
Method The name of a method relevant to an annotation.
MethodParameters The list of all method parameters of an annotated method
with their types.
Parameter The name of an annotated method parameter.
UniqueId The value of the uniquenessProperty parameter to the
unique property.
Table 5.1. Template placeholders and their expansions
m1():void
m2():int
AnInterface
m1():void
m2():int
AClass<<explicit>>
Figure 5.2. Simple application of explicit
always finishes before any instances of the class are created, and hence is the right
place to check the assertion that the two methods equals and hashCode are directly
implemented.
explicit<I>
The close relation between comparable and explicit<I> also extends to the imple-
mentation in AspectJ. Essentially the template is identical, except that it iterates over
all methods declared by the parameter interface, instead of the fixed set hard-coded in
the comparable template.
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public aspect <Class>_Comparable{
after(): !cflow(adviceexecution()) && staticinitialization(<Class>) {
try{
<Class>.class.getDeclaredMethod("hashCode",new Class[] {});
} catch (NoSuchMethodException e) {
logPropertyViolation( "comparable", null,
"<Class>.hashCode", false );
}
try{
<Class>.class.getDeclaredMethod("equals",
new Class[] {Object.class});
} catch (NoSuchMethodException e) {
logPropertyViolation( "comparable", null,
"<Class>.equals", false );
}
}
}
Listing 5.1. Code template for comparable
public aspect <Class>_implements_<Interface>_explicitly {
after(): !cflow(adviceexecution()) &&
staticinitialization(<Class>) {
Class<?> aClass=<Class>.class;
Class<?> anInterface=<Interface>.class;
for (Method m: anInterface.getDeclaredMethods()){
try{
aClass.getDeclaredMethod(m.getName(), m.getParameterTypes());
} catch (NoSuchMethodException e) {
logPropertyViolation("explicit", null,
"<Class>." + m.getName(), false );
}
}
}
}
Listing 5.2. Code template for explicit<I>
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int value
string name
<<immutable>>
AClass
Figure 5.3. Simple application of immutable
public aspect <Class>_Immutable{
before(Object _this ): !cflow(adviceexecution()) && set(* <Class>.*)
&& !cflow(call(<Class>.new(..))) && this(_this){
logPropertyViolation( "immutable", _this, null, false);
}
}
Listing 5.3. Code template for immutable
immutable
The code template for immutable attaches the advice to every attempt to set a value to
a class field. Notice that at the moment the possibility for an explicit locking method
is not implemented.
initialized
The implementation of initialized is a straightforward realization of the formal se-
mantics. However, there are some differences between the implementations for static
and non-static initializer methods. Listings 5.4 and 5.5 show the templates for non-
static and static initializers, respectively. The main difference is that when a non-static
initializer is defined, it implies that an instance of the annotated classifier must exist
and the initialization must be tracked per instance. With static initializers, this impli-
cation does not hold, and initialization is tracked per classifier.
language<L>
The specification of the language property states that it can be applied to either
method parameters or class attributes. These different types of specification can be
combined in any way, as the example in Figure 5.5 shows. Transforming this model
init(): void
<<initialized>>
AClass initializer = init()
Figure 5.4. Simple application of initialized
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public aspect <Classifier>_Initialized pertarget(target(<Classifier>)) {
private boolean initialized = false;
pointcut initMethod(): call(* <Classifier>.<Initializer>(..));
after(Object target) returning: initMethod() && this(target) {
initialized=true;
}
pointcut checkedMethods():
call(* <Classifier>.*(..))
&& !call( * java.lang.Object.clone())
&& !call(* java.lang.Object.getClass(..))
&& !cflow(initMethod()) ;
before(<Classifier> target, Object _this):
checkedMethods() && target(target) && this(_this)
&& if(_this!=target) {
if (!initialized) {
logPropertyViolation( "initialized", target, null, _this, false );
}
}
}
Listing 5.4. Code template for initialized
L = \d{4,6} :alpha:+ ...
sendMail(<<language>>to: String, msg: String, 
<<language>>sender:String): void
<<language>>String address
int age
AClass
L = [:alpha:._%+-]+@][:alpha:_%+-]+.]+[:alpha:]{2,4}
Figure 5.5. Simple application of language<L>. :alpha: is a mnemonic for
[a-zA-Z0-9].
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public aspect <Classifier>_Initialized {
private boolean initialized = false;
pointcut initMethod(): call(static * <Classifier>.<Initializer>(..));
after() returning: initMethod() {
initialized=true;
}
pointcut checkedMethods(): call(* <Classifier>.*(..))
&& !call( * java.lang.Object.clone())
&& !call(* java.lang.Object.getClass(..))
&& !cflow(initMethod()) ;
before(): checkedMethods() {
if (!initialized){
logPropertyViolation( "initialized", null, "<Classifier>",
null, false );
}
}
}
Listing 5.5. Code template for static initialized with static initializer methods
public aspect <Classifier>_<Method>_<Parameter>_Language{
before(<Classifier> _target, <MethodParameters>):
call(* <Classifier>.<Method>(..)) && args(<MethodParameters>)
&& target(_target) {
if (<Parameter>==null || !<Parameter>.toString().matches(<L>)){
logPropertyViolation( "language", _target, <Parameter> ,false );
}
}
}
Listing 5.6. Code template for language<L> on method parameters
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public aspect <Class>_<Attribute>_Language{
before(<Class> _target, Object arg): !cflow(adviceexecution())
&& set(* <Class>.<Attribute>) && args(arg) && target(_target) {
if (arg==null || !arg.toString().matches(<L>)){
logPropertyViolation( "language", _target, "<Attribute>", false );
}
}
}
Listing 5.7. Code template for language<L> on class attributes
public aspect <Classifier>_<Method>_<Parameter>_NotNullParameter{
before(<Classifier> _target, <MethodParameters>): target(_target)
&& call(* <Method>(..)) && args(<MethodParameters>){
if (<Parameter>==null) {
logPropertyViolation( "notnull", _target,
"parameter <Parameter>", null, false);
}
}
}
Listing 5.8. Code template for notnull on method parameters
generates two instances of the aspect template shown in Listing 5.6, one for each an-
notated parameter (to and sender), and on instance of the aspect template shown in
Listing 5.7 for the address field.
notnull
The templates for notnull checks are straightforward. Listings 5.8 and 5.9 show the
simple checks for parameters or return values not to be null. The only notable differ-
ence between the two templates are the different point-cuts.
singleton
The singleton property implies a simple runtime check determining whether or not
an instance of the annotated class already exists. Exploiting the fact that AspectJ by
default creates only one instance of an aspect and reuses it for all advice executions,
we can simply use an aspect-private variable flag signifying whether or not the aspect
has detected the creation of an instance or not. If client code attempts to execute the
constructor and the flag is already set, this constitutes a violation of the property. The
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public privileged aspect <Classifier>_<Method>_NotNullReturn{
after(<Classifier> _target) returning(Object retVal):
!cflow(adviceexecution()) && call(* <Method>(..))
&& target( _target ) {
if(retVal==null) {
logPropertyViolation("not null", _target,
"return <Method>", null, false);
}
}
}
Listing 5.9. Code template for notnull on method return values
public aspect <Class>_singleton {
private boolean instance_exists = false;
pointcut constructor(): execution( <Class>.new(..));
before(<Class> _this): constructor() && this(_this) {
synchronized(this) {
if ( instance_exists ) {
logPropertyViolation( "singleton", _this,
"before-" + Thread.currentThread().getId(), null, false );
}
}
}
after(<Class> _this) returning: constructor() && this(_this){
synchronized(this) {
if ( instance_exists ) {
logPropertyViolation( "singleton", _this,
"after-" + Thread.currentThread().getId(), null, false );
}
instance_exists = true;
}
}
}
Listing 5.10. Code template for a class annotated with singleton
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Id: String
<<unique>>
AClass uniquenessProperty = Id
Figure 5.6. Simple application of unique to a classifier
synchronization in the template is necessary, otherwise the checking code would be
vulnerable to the same data race as the incorrect concurrent implementation of the
singleton pattern.
Depending on the action a system manager wants to implement in reaction to such
a warning, it is often more helpful to be able to react before a new instance is created.
Therefore, the aspect implementation raises the warning before the constructor is ex-
ecuted. However, the flag can only be set after the constructor successfully returned.
Hence, there is a time-lapse between calling the constructor and successfully returning,
that can create a race condition in multi-threaded programs.
Note also that this implementation for Java at the moment cannot detect multiple
instance of the singleton when these are created by different class loaders. This is in
line with the typical semantics of static variables in Java, but may be counter-intuitive
if one is not aware of the special treatment introduced by multiple classloaders within
the same application.
unique
The templates for unique are fully implemented as documented in Section 4.2.
The code in Listing 5.11 shows the relevant parts of the unique template. The first
before advice enables tracking of collection objects that represent instances of anno-
tated associations. This template assumes that 1-to-n associations are implemented
using appropriate implementations of java.util.Collection, and are referenced by
a local variable in the class representing the “1” end of the association. The second
before advice intercepts all calls to add() methods, and if the add method is called
on a monitored collection, checks if the assertion holds. The assertion checking the
elements in the association is completely encoded in the method assertUnique().
When the unique annotation is placed on a classifier, like in Figure 5.6, we can-
not assume that there is an explicit collection object that will contain all instances of
the annotated classifier. Hence, monitoring this constraint requires tracking instances
across the entire program heap. The code in listing 5.12 shows the differences to
the previous template. Instead of tracking collection objects and calls to their add()
methods, here we monitor the creation and modification of instances of the annotated
classifier. The instances are kept as weak references in a global collection that performs
the assertion check when the addElement() method is called. The other difference is
that when tracking global instances, changes to the attribute values of these instances
are monitored. This is necessary, because attribute changes can make two previously
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public privileged aspect <ContainerClass>_Unique {
before (Collection collection):
set(* <ContainerClass>.<Association>) && args(collection) {
if (collection != null) {
UniqueCollectionTracker.addCollection( collection );
}
}
pointcut addElement(<ContainedClass> param): target(Collection+)
&& call( * add(..) ) && args( param );
before(Collection collection, <ContainedClass> param, Object _this):
addElement(param) && target(collection)
&& !this(UniqueCollectionTracker+) && this(_this) {
if ( param == null ) return;
if ( !assertUnique( collection, param ) ) {
logPropertyViolation( "unique", collection,
"<ContainerClass>.<AssociationName>", _this, true );
}
}
private boolean assertUnique( Collection collection,
<ContainedClass> param ) {
if ( UniqueCollectionTracker.contains( collection ) ) {
if ( contains( collection, param ) ) {
return false;
}
}
return true;
}
private boolean contains( Collection c, <ContainedClass> object) {
for( Object comp : c ) {
if (comp == null ) break;
<ContainedClass> component = (<ContainedClass>)comp;
if ( component != object
&& component.get<UniqueId>.equals( object.get<UniqueId>() ) )
return true;
}
return false;
}
}
Listing 5.11. Code template for an association annotated with unique
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unequal object equal. The template for per-association uniqueness omits this check
based on the assumption that updating objects within a collection is discouraged in
Java. There are idioms to update objects within collections that essentially remove the
object, update and then add it again. With these idioms, the checks based on the add()
methods will catch invalid updates.
Note that for a specified uniquenessProperty it is required that the annotated
class, or the class at the “n” end of the association, exhibits a pair of setter and getter
methods named set<UniquenessProperty> and get<UniquenessProperty>, respec-
tively.
In practice, the global uniqueness variant where the unique annotation is placed on
a classifier is less useful, because it tends to generate false positives due the large grain
of monitoring. The uniqueness within associations is more practical, but requires that
implementors use common idioms and naming conventions for the generated code to
match. Otherwise developers will have to adjust names in the generated aspects (see
MyFaces example and DaTeC study).
5.3 Discussion
The five steps used to define the assertion templates should be understood as an iter-
ative process. The discovery of a new instance of a property template may create the
need to adapt the assertion code to also address that case without compromising the
ability to handle previous cases. On the one hand side, the choice to base the asser-
tions on known faults guarantees effective detection of failures due to similar faults,
but may also compromise the ability to detect violations of the same property that are
due to different kinds of faults.
The assertions presented in this chapter are designed for maximum precision,
sometimes at the expense of performance. A part of the performance cost is due to
the use of aspect-oriented techniques. Depending on various factors, for example how
many dynamic checks are necessary to determine if a join-point matches a point-cut,
the overhead introduced by AspectJ can be high, independent of the cost of the con-
straint checks being introduced as advice. One way to alleviate this problem is to
increase the amount of static join-point matching, and to increase the precision of the
point-cuts, such that dynamic checks are introduced only when truly required. The
case studies in Chapter 7 provide some evidence that the weaving of assertions into
the system is very precise in the sense that assertions are only placed where they are
needed, and not in spurious locations. However, the assessment if the weaving missed
locations that should have received assertions is based on studying the code and de-
ciding whether or not assertions where necessary. This is a tedious, time consuming
task for developers and hence error prone. However, the faults used to define the
assertions occur in applications whose code is well structured, so confidence that no
relevant locations have been missed is high.
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public aspect <Classifier>_Unique pertarget( instanceCreation(<Classifier>)
|| setUniqueProperty(<Classifier>) ) {
private boolean lumi_uniquePropertySet = false;
private Object uniqueProperty = null;
pointcut instanceCreation(<Classifier> _consumer): this(_consumer)
&& execution( <Classifier>+.new(..) );
after(<Classifier> _consumer) : instanceCreation( _consumer ) {
safeAddObject( _consumer );
lumi_uniquePropertySet = true;
}
pointcut setUniqueProperty(<Classifier> _consumer): target(_consumer)
&& call( * <Classifier>+.set*(..) );
before( <Classifier> _consumer ): setUniqueProperty( _consumer ) {
if ( lumi_uniquePropertySet ) {
uniqueProperty = _consumer.<UniqueId>();
}
}
after( <Classifier> _consumer ): setUniqueProperty( _consumer ) {
if (propertyHasChanged(uniqueProperty, _consumer.<UniqueId>())) {
lumi_uniquePropertySet = true;
updateContainer( uniqueProperty, _consumer );
}
}
// return true if uniqueProperty and newPropertyValue differ
private boolean propertyHasChanged( Object uniqueProperty,
Object newPropertyValue ) {...}
//update container contents to match the new key value
private void updateContainer( Object oldKey,
<Classifier> updatedObject ) {...}
private void safeAddObject( <Classifier> newValue ) {
try {
<Classifier>_UniqueContainer.<<Classifier>>addElement(
newValue.<UniqueId>(), newValue );
} catch (AssertionViolatedException exception ) {
<Classifier>_UniqueContainer.<<Classifier>>forcedAdd(
newValue.<UniqueId>(), newValue );
logPropertyViolation( "unique", newValue, null , null, false );
}
}
}
Listing 5.12. Code template for unique classifier
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Chapter 6
Tool Chain and Prototype
Automation is an integral part of the approach introduced in Chapter 3.
This chapter introduces the prototype tool developed to validate the ap-
proach. It must be noted at this point that even though the approach is
independent of implementation platforms and programming languages,
tools generating concrete implementations of runtime monitors are nat-
urally tied to the target platform and language. This chapter first dis-
cusses general considerations regarding the choice of existing tools and
languages. Then it discusses the concrete choices made for the prototype
within this framework, and at the end introduces the concrete prototype
implementation of the tool chain for Java.
Tools translating design constraints to code-level assertions have to deal with sev-
eral issues. Baresi and Young [2004] concisely summarize these as (1) language map-
ping, (2) name mapping, and (3) quantifiers. Design constraints have to be mapped
to a form that is executable together with the target system. Baresi and Young [2004]
consider only systems that translate such constraints into constructs of the program-
ming language used to implement the target system. However, translations that map
to other languages that bind comfortably to the target system are also feasible. De-
sign models are often more abstract and less detailed than their implementations. One
of the consequences of this is that names in design models may not precisely map to
names in the implementation, and constraint translation tools must have means to
establish a connection between names in design models and implementations. Many
interesting constraints, be they design-level constraints or class invariants, involve uni-
versal or existential quantification over collections of objects. Executing quantified
checks can be computationally expensive, and translation tools should offer means for
developers to control the runtime cost of the generated assertions.
This chapter describes the prototype tool implemented to experiment with and val-
idate the design-level constraints defined in Chapter 4. The tool addresses the issues
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outlined above and addresses other practical issues, such as ease of use and exploita-
tion of existing technologies. The following subsections first discuss the motivation for
choosing the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) as the overall framework, the briefly
discuss how specifications of property templates are written, and then discusses the
implementation of the LuMiNous prototype within this framework.
6.1 The MDA tool chain
Specification languages and tools utilizing specifications written in them exist for all
levels of abstraction occurring in software engineering, from requirements engineering
down to detailed method pre- and post-conditions, as well as with different degrees of
formality, from very informal, like user stories to completely formalized, like algebraic
specifications or state machines. However, the higher the level of abstraction of the
specification language, the harder it is to transform the specification into code.
The Object Management Group (OMG) defined the MDA to provide a comprehen-
sive modeling and specification framework for all levels of abstraction in system devel-
opment [OMG, 2003]. Several models capture different aspects of the same system: a
computation independent model (CIM) captures the requirements and domain concepts
of the system, a platform independent model (PIM) describes the system structure and
functionality at a level of detail that the system’s use of the underlying platform is
not visible, and platform specific models (PSM) are refinements of the PIM for individ-
ual platforms that indicate how the PIM is to be realized on a given platform. These
models are semantically linked, and a model transformation framework provides for
at least partially automated transition from the platform independent to the platform
specific models.
Even though the MDA is in principle independent from tools and languages real-
izing the process, the MDA as defined by the OMG is strongly centered around UML
and other technologies, which are also standards defined by the OMG. The following
discussion follows this choice and discusses the concrete technologies required to im-
plement an MDA process with the concrete example of UML-centered technologies.
The tool chain associated with the MDA consists at least of a model editing tool to cre-
ate models, and ideally of a model transformation tool that can translate these models
between the different levels of abstraction. Since the translation from more abstract
platform independent models to more concrete platform specific models may require
domain specific semantic information that cannot be expressed directly in UML, sev-
eral supporting technologies have been developed. The Object Constraint Language
(OCL) can express invariants over models, and Profiles are custom extensions to stan-
dard UML that can add almost arbitrary types of information [OMG, 2007]. These
standards, UML models augmented with OCL and profiles, together with editing tools
and a generic transformation framework constitute the normal MDA tool chain.
Since property templates are a form of specification that is language and platform
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Figure 6.1. Simplified MDA tool chain and LuMiNous extensions
independent, it is natural to take inspiration from an approach like MDA when deciding
how to implement a tool for the approach defined in this thesis. Having the annota-
tions for property templates be added at a level of abstraction that corresponds to the
platform independent model separates the specification from the concrete implemen-
tation of the runtime monitors checking for violations of these properties. In the MDA
framework, this then requires a transformation that can translate the platform inde-
pendent specification into platform specific code. This separation of abstraction levels
enables the use of the same annotated PIM to create runtime monitors for different
system implementations, running on different deployment platforms.
Figure 6.1 shows the simplified chain of tools and activities that are used for the
LuMiNous approach. The boxes with dashed outlines are the standard components of
the MDA tool chain, UML editing tools, model transformations, and ultimately com-
pilers or interpreters that compile and run the generated code. The boxes represent
abstract concepts, describing what corresponding tools do without prescribing the pre-
cise internal workings of them. For the approach here, it does not matter which UML
editor is used, but the LuMiNous profile must be used to add annotations to the model.
The transformation implemented for the prototype is a concrete instance of the ab-
stract concept of model transformation. The output is AspectJ and Java code that is
compiled and deployed by the AspectJ compiler. This tool chain is a simplification, be-
cause in a full-size MDA process there would be several transformations, at least from
PIM to PSM and then from PSM to code. In the approach here, the distinction between
PIM and PSM has no strong impact on the properties, and hence is abstracted away.
6.2 The Model-Based Specification Language
For property templates to be usable with a specification language, the language must
be able to express the concepts that the property templates constrain. In the case
of the property templates discussed in the previous two chapters, these concepts are
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Property Template Stereotype applicable to
comparable comparable classes
explicit<I> explicit interface realizations
immutable immutable classifiers
initialized initialized classifiers
language<L> language method parameters, class attributes
notnull notnullparam method parameters
notnullreturn method return values
singleton singleton
classifiers
unique unique classifiers, associations
Table 6.1. Stereotypes defined in the LuMiNous profile
components or classes, their relationships and their means to exchange information,
that is component connectors or class methods. Several modeling and specification
languages fulfill these requirements, and choices can be influenced by different factors
such as tool availability, preference for industry standards, particular specializations of
specification languages and others.
The specification language for property templates employed in the prototype is
a UML profile. The profile contains the stereotypes listed in Table 6.1. With few
exceptions, caused by the typing restrictions of UML, every property template has an
associated stereotype that can be used to tag corresponding entities in the model. The
semantics defined in Chapter 4 clearly define the scope within which each property
template may be applied, and the profile reflects these restrictions.
The distinction between classifiers, classes and interfaces introduced by UML (see
Figure 6.2) is only marginally relevant for property templates, but since UML is the
underlying modeling language it has to be considered in the design. In UML, inter-
faces roughly represent what is typically considered to be an interface in software
engineering, that is a set of methods, constraints, protocols, etc. In contrast, a class is
represents a set of objects that have the same attributes and methods. Both of these
concepts are classifiers, which in programming languages are usually types. This dis-
tinction is only relevant for comparable, which is a property that is only relevant for
instantiated objects, and for explicit, which directly annotates interface realizations,
that is associations that indicate that a given classifier must also implement the associ-
ated interface. In all other cases, distinguishing between interfaces and classes is not
necessary.
Since several of the techniques for monitoring structural constraints discussed in
Chapter 2 use OCL to express the constraints, it is worthwhile to discuss here why OCL
is not a good choice to express property templates. In short, using OCL to express
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Figure 6.2. UML definition of Interfaces and Classes as Classifiers
the property constraints is very hard, and in some cases even impossible. Consider
for example the immutable property, which requires that the state of the annotated
object does not change. Even assuming that class attributes are only accessed by well-
defined accessor methods, expressing this property requires that every method of the
class be annotated with a post-condition requiring that the state has not changed.
Since OCL cannot predicate over meta-model elements, that is it has no expressions to
iterate over all attributes, this post-condition must be formulated explicitly mentioning
every attribute of the class in the form attribute@post = attribute@pre. Adding
or removing attributes to or from such an annotated class requires changing all post-
conditions. Instead, using property template annotations, either the transformation or
the generated assertion can perform the iteration over all attributes implicitly and are
thus robust under evolution.
6.3 The LuMiNous prototype
The decision to use UML and profiles as the specification language for the prototype
implementation of LuMiNous was influenced by the availability of a wide range of
tools that could be utilized. There are a number of open-source UML editors available,
and since the introduction of XMI as the interchange format for UML models, tools in
general have become interoperable [OMG, 2002]. Mature model transformation tools
working on XMI as input format are also available and allow flexible customization of
transformations where needed.
Building a tool on these already existing technologies had some advantages. First,
having most parts of the MDA tool chain already in place, the prototype implementa-
tion can focus on the relevant details of the transformation. Second, using stereotypes
to annotate models is a very simple addition to existing modeling processes and is sup-
ported by all major UML editing tools, hence there are no practical barriers to using
the LuMiNous approach in modeling. Building model transformations that generate
runtime monitors from the annotations proved to be more challenging, but again, us-
ing mature frameworks, such as the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)1 kept the
1http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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Figure 6.3. The LuMiNous conceptual structure.
necessary effort within reasonable bounds. Overall, from a practical perspective, using
MDA oriented, UML based tools and techniques facilitated the implementation of the
prototype tool, and also means that there are no or only low barriers for the approach
to be used in practice.
For the technical solution, several additional, more detailed design decisions were
necessary. The transformation as the platform and language dependent part only gen-
erates AspectJ2 code that can instrument Java applications. As discussed above, the
modeling language is UML, augmented with profiles. The model transformation to
generate assertions is a JET3 model transformation.
The prototype is implemented as two Eclipse plugins, one containing the UML pro-
file representing the property template annotations, and one for the model transforma-
tion. Figure 6.3 shows the overall structure of the LuMiNous prototype, including the
prerequisite components for it to work. The gray components are required libraries and
frameworks used by the LuMiNous prototype. The hatched components are replace-
able by others. They are a UML editor (UML tools) and the framework connecting UML
to the EMF engine below. Since the profile is encapsulated within an Eclipse plugin, it
is easy to use LuMiNous within Eclipse, for example by using the Eclipse UML tools or
Papyrus4 to create and annotate system models.
This architecture and the flexibility and extensibility of the used components makes
the LuMiNous prototype a good starting point for experimentation with existing and
potential new property templates. The case studies in Chapter 7 show how the choices
made for the tool, in particular using profiles and supporting partial models, facilitates
the creation of models using property templates.
2http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj/
3http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/m2t/?project=jet#jet
4http://www.papyrusuml.org/
Chapter 7
Case Studies
The case studies in this chapter show how the approach discussed in Chap-
ter 3 is applied in practice. Each case study focuses on different aspects
relevant to the approach, for example efficiency, usability and the quality
of feedback provided. Together, the case studies are evidence supporting
the definition of property templates in Chapters 4 and 5, and validate the
approach as a whole.
The case studies in this chapter are the second part of the validation of the claims I
make with my research hypothesis. Chapter 4 already discusses the claim that failure
classes exist, and provides evidence that led to the definition of those classes addressed
in Chapters 4 and 5. The cases studies here serve to validate the decisions discussed
in those chapters, and support the claim that property templates are useful. For this
it remains to define what useful means in this context. In summary, the generated
runtime monitors and assertions are useful if they
• are effective, that is they can detect violations of the constraints associated with
failure classes,
• are efficient, that is they have reasonable runtime overhead,
• can deal with cases not accessible to standard testing,
• provide helpful information to facilitate debugging,
• apply to real cases,
• are usable, that is they are so easy to use in a real-world software development
that developers are willing to use them.
Effectiveness, efficiency and scalability are obvious requirements for any auto-
mated technique, because if a technique cannot achieve its goals at a reasonable cost,
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Study Criterion
DaTeC Efficiency, Additional info, real case
nanoxml additional info, real case
Tomcat inaccessible cases, usability
all Effectiveness
Table 7.1. Mapping between case studies and evaluation criteria
it is not going to be used. To be a contribution to the state of the art, the technique
described in the previous chapters must add something new and useful, or it must im-
prove significantly on already existing techniques. The goal of this thesis is to provide
a technique that is capable of detecting new classes of failures at runtime, which by
their definition may not be apparent in testing environments. However, the generated
runtime checks can also be used during traditional testing. In this case they represent
a new contribution if they provide information that makes it easier for developers to
debug the system and to locate the faults responsible for the detected failure. Finally,
a technique should apply to real cases, rather than only toy examples. The case studies
in this chapter are all drawn from active open-source development projects to show
that applying the technique is straightforward and requires relatively little effort.
The case studies in the following sections focus on different aspects of the eval-
uation (see Table 7.1). In the DaTeC study in Section 7.1 I applied the technique to
a system with no known faults, and using properties provided by the developers the
generated runtime checks identified a subtle corner case that violated the properties.
nanoxml in Section 7.2 is a hybrid study in which I applied properties to the system
and measured how many of the known faults I could find, and if I could identify ad-
ditional problems. In contrast, the Tomcat studies in Section 7.3 all use known faults,
either ones that occurred during development or seeded faults, to assess effectiveness,
efficiency and flexibility of the generated runtime checks in a known, controlled en-
vironment. Since the focus of the studies is different in each case, the data I report
differs in places, because I report and analyze only the data that most pertains to the
particular focus of each case study.
7.1 DaTeC
In this case study I applied the LuMiNous approach to DaTeC. When I started the study
DaTeC had no known faults, and the goal of the study was to assess how easily runtime
checks can be generated and inserted into an application where the source code is
unknown. DaTeC is a relatively small but complex static analysis tool developed by
Alessandra Gorla and others in the Software Testing and Analysis Lab (LTA) at the
University of Milan Bicocca [Denaro et al., 2009]. There were no known faults in
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Figure 7.1. Annotated elements of DaTeC and Soot
DaTeC when I started the study, and the developers provided an instance of the unique
property, applying to Uses, a key data structure for the contextual def-use computation
performed by DaTeC.
DaTeC is a static analysis tool and builds on the Soot framework1. Soot supports the
implementation of static analyses by providing a framework that implements the Strat-
egy design pattern, and allows users of the framework to supply their own strategies.
DaTeC implements such a strategy for the collection of inter-procedural def-use pairs in
the class InterProceduralReachableUsesAnalysis. Every strategy that collects data
in the different steps of an analysis has to store this data in a class implementing the
interface FlowSet. Soot provides several default implementations of this interface, and
DaTeC uses ArraySparseSet, which as the name suggests efficiently deals with sparse
sets. The instances of these sets collect definitions and uses found by the analysis.
The model in Figure 7.1 shows the unique constraint identified by the develop-
ers. The code template for unique assumes that the aggregating end of the associ-
ation is a class that contains a reference to a java.util.Collection, but because
FlowSet is an interface, it cannot have instance variables. As a workaround, I anno-
tated ArraySparseSet, because that is the concrete implementation of FlowSet used
by DaTeC. To add more complication, ArraySparseSet does not follow the convention
to implement the association elements with a Collection object. Instead, it uses an
Object array, which necessitates some adjustments in the typing of the aspects and
monitoring methods. I also had to disable detailed logging, because ArraySparseSet
has a broken toString() method that causes a NullPointerException when the
elements array contains null values, which is always the case when the array is first
initialized.
To exercise DaTeC in a realistic setting, I used CUP2, a small parser generator for
Java, and two small sample programs provided by the DaTeC developers, CoffeeMaker3
and Storage as inputs. While JavaCUP has been developed independently and consists
1http://www.sable.mcgill.ca/soot/
2http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/modern/java/CUP/
3Originally from http://agile.csc.ncsu.edu/SEMaterials/tutorials/coffee_maker/
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Property Caller JavaCUP CoffeeMaker Storage
unique c.u.i.d.a.IPRA 13,427 9 9
c.u.i.d.a.ReachableUses 203,169 150 150
s.t.s.ArraySparseSet 110 4,356 4,356
Total 216,706 4,515 4,515
Table 7.2. Number of property violations, by property and caller. The location of the
violations is always s.t.s.ArraySparseSet.elements.
Abbreviations for packages and class names:
c.u.i.d.a: ch.unisi.inf.datec.analyses
s.t.s: soot.toolkits.scalar
IPRA: InterProceduralReachableUsesAnalysis
Joinpoint Count
call(soot.toolkits.scalar.ArraySparseSet.add(java.lang.Object)) 4
set(soot.toolkits.scalar.ArraySparseSet.elements) 3
call(soot.toolkits.scalar.FlowSet.add(java.lang.Object)) 17
Total 24
Table 7.3. Number of joinpoints woven in DaTeC.
of 38 classes, CoffeeMaker and Storage are toy examples, and consist of only three and
two classes, respectively.
Even though there were no known faults at the time when I started the study,
there were violations of the unique property with every input, as shown in Table 7.2.
Detailed analysis of the stack traces and discussions with the lead developer of DaTeC
made it clear that these are indeed violations, and not false positives. The large number
of violations is due to the fact that these violations remain in the system, and get
reported every time a set union, difference, addition or array enlargement is executed4.
As we will see later in this section, the large number of violations does not prevent
developers from quickly locating the responsible fault.
Tables 7.3 and 7.4 show additional data about the experiment runs. There are
only a few joinpoints woven, and the matching of woven joinpoints to locations where
assertions are truly required is very precise. The three matches on the set pointcut,
which track object arrays that represent instances of the annotated association, are the
only code locations that are relevant for this case study. Also the matches for the two
call pointcuts occur only in classes of DaTeC and internally to Soot. Even though
4The numbers of violations reported for CoffeeMaker and Storage are really the same. This is not a
copy/paste error.
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Joinpoint Caller JavaCUP CoffeeMaker Storage
call( FS.add()) c.u.i.d.a.IPRA 2,589 68 72
c.u.i.d.a.ReachableUses 44,027 649 660
call( AS.add()) s.t.s.AS 3,134,632 10,150 10,176
set( AS.elements) s.t.s.AS 1,291,717 16,607 18,073
Total 4,472,965 27,474 28,981
Table 7.4. Number of advice executions, by Joinpoint and Caller.
Abbreviations for packages and class-names:
c.u.i.d.a: ch.unisi.inf.datec.analyses
s.t.s: soot.toolkits.scalar
FS: FlowSet
AS: ArraySparseSet
IPRA: InterProceduralReachableUsesAnalysis
AspectJ inserts type checks to ensure at runtime that pointcuts are only executed when
all parameter and target types match, a precise static matching reduces the number of
required dynamic checks, and hence minimizes the runtime overhead introduced. It
is expected that execution and violation counts vary with the input, but since all the
joinpoints lie within DaTeC itself, the data shown in Table 7.3 does not change when
we change the input to DaTeC.
Considering the data in Table 7.2, especially the JavaCUP example begs the ques-
tion how an analysis reporting more than 200,000 violations can help developers to
locate the faults causing these violations. The answer is straightforward: The absolute
number of reported violations is not indicative for the number of faults responsible for
these violations. The information logged by the runtime checks allows us to cluster the
violations according to 1) the violated property, 2) the annotated model elements, 3)
the advice being executed, 4) the context objects, that is the caller and parameters of a
particular violations. This clustering reveals that in the DaTeC example only the three
code locations within DaTeC shown in Table 7.2 are involved in the violations, and the
most frequent one accounts for more than 203000 of the reported violations. With this
information, the DaTeC developers were able to identify the corner case responsible for
the violations within a few minutes.
One result of the DaTeC case study that sticks out is the performance impact of the
unique property. A normal run of DaTeC on the JAR file of JavaCUP takes about 30
seconds. A run with the LuMiNous instrumentation took more then 14 hours, which
corresponds to a slowdown factor of about 1700. A more detailed analysis of the log
data summarized in Table 7.4 revealed that ArraySparseSet is the core data structure
used by Soot for its data-flow analysis. Most of the data stored during the data-flow
analysis is stored in instances of ArraySparseSet, and many expensive operations
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like set union, set difference, and the resizing of the internal array representation are
executed very often. Since during these operations set elements have to be added to
new sets, the assertions are evaluated every time. With an average time of 12ms for
each assertion check, this explains the sudden extreme change in execution time. The
execution times for the smaller samples were impacted less significantly due to their
smaller size, and hence the smaller size of the ArraySparseSets at runtime.
In summary, this case study shows that the code LuMiNous generates is effective
in detecting new, previously unknown faults, and the extensive logging provided by
the checking code allows developers to pinpoint problems quickly. Even though the
implementations of Soot and DaTeC do not match all the assumptions made by the
LuMiNous transformations, building a usable annotated model proved to be straight-
forward, despite the complexity of the underlying application. The heavy performance
impact of the generated assertions in this case study can be explained by two factors:
the relatively large size of the annotated data structure, and the high frequency with
which checked operations are called within DaTeC. This suggests that the type of ap-
plication and the context annotations are placed in can have a strong impact on overall
performance.
7.2 nanoxml
In this case study I applied the LuMiNous approach to a small sized application without
knowledge about existing bugs to see how effectively we can detect possible problems.
We studied the five versions of nanoxml hosted by the Software-artifact Infrastructure
Repository5, but due to some of the results discussed in this section, a large part of the
studies focus on a more detailed analysis of version v1.
nanoxml is a small, non-validating XML parser written in Java. The developer of
nanoxml states as his main goal to provide a parser that is capable of parsing small
snippets of simple XML very fast6. Hence, the decision not to validate the XML and not
to support advanced linking features that are needed only for complex XML documents.
For this study, I derived a set of possible annotations by studying the API documen-
tation available with nanoxml and built a model of the relevant aspects of nanoxml. I
then executed the test cases provided with the version in the Software-artifact Infras-
tructure Repository to determine
• how many of the failures highlighted by the test cases we could capture,
• if we could detect additional failures not caught by the test cases from SIR.
However, the test cases provided with nanoxml are not unit tests that indicate a
clear pass or fail result at the end. Rather, each test case parses an input file and logs
5http://sir.unl.edu/portal/index.html
6http://nanoxml.sourceforge.net/orig/NanoXML-Java/introduction.html#nanoxml
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Study nanoxml
# of classes 16(10)
# of annotations 14
Type of test cases tsl
# of test cases 214
# of failing test cases NA
# of detected problems 11
Table 7.5. Summary of the nanoxml study. The number of classes in brackets is the
number of classes that contain implementation code, i.e. no interfaces and excep-
tions. The type of test cases is based on the SIR classification.
Annotation Entity Spec’d Checked
NotNullParam IXMLBuilder#addAttribute(key, value) x
NotNullParam IXMLBuilder#addAttribute(key, value) x
NotNullParam IXMLBuilder#startElement(name) x
NotNullParam IXMLBuilder#endElement(name) x
NotNullParam IXMLParser#setBuilder(builder) x x
NotNullParam IXMLParser#setReader(reader) x x
NotNullParam IXMLParser#setValidator(validator) x x
NotNullParam IXMLReader#openStream(systemID) x x
NotNullParam IXMLReader#startNewStream(reader) x
NotNullParam XMLElement#addChild(child) x x
NotNullParam XMLElement#getAttribute(name) x
NotNullParam XMLElement#removeChild(child) x x
NotNullParam XMLElement#setName(name) x x
NotNullParam XMLWriter#write(xml) x
Table 7.6. Annotations placed in nanoxml.
its output into a file. Whether or not the absence or presence of exceptions in these logs
represent failures or are expected behavior is unclear. Hence, the number of failing test
cases is not reported in Table 7.5, and as discussed later, I had to define an alternative
criterion to determine the failure of the test cases.
Table 7.5 summarizes the study and its results in a few key numbers. nanoxml con-
sists of only ten classes containing actual implementation code, six more are interfaces
and exceptions defined by nanoxml. The versions of nanoxml hosted by SIR come with
a set of 214 test cases that test various aspects of the interface exposed by nanoxml
and the internal workings of the parser.
Table 7.6 lists in detail which annotations I placed in the model of nanoxml. Addi-
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Exception #
java.lang.ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException 6
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException 3
java.lang.NullPointerException 15
java.io.IOException 3
net.n3.nanoxml.XMLParseException 18
Table 7.7. Recorded exceptions in nanoxml test cases
tionally, I used an annotated model of the standard JDK API to check for misuses of this
API. With the aspects generated from these annotations I was able to capture eleven of
the failures occurring during a normal run of the test cases provided with nanoxml.
Test runs with these annotations show that the implementation of nanoxml is incon-
sistent in the way it implements its own specification. The API documentation often
specifies that a particular method parameter must not be null, and for our experi-
ments we only annotated parameters that had such an explicit specification. However,
the implementation sometimes checks if a passed parameter is null, and sometimes
it does not. The Checked column in Table 7.6 lists when I annotated a parameter that
was also protected by an explicit check inside the annotated method. Note that when
the specification originated from an interface, I checked the standard implementation
of that interface provided by nanoxml. Further, I also consider a parameter checked if
the implementation of the method delegates to a JDK API method that specifies that
parameters must not be null.
Each test case in the test suite produces one output file, recording program output,
messages and exceptions. For the analysis of the results, I consider only those test cases
that report exceptions, since they indicate either an API misuse or a fault in nanoxml.
The test cases report exactly one of the five possible exception types listed in Table 7.7.
A detailed study of the code revealed that IOExceptions and XMLParseExceptions
are both caused by XML input files that the parser considers flawed. Since these ex-
ceptions directly relate to the data content of the XML files, none of the annotations
can capture potential constraints on them. The ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsExceptions
occur, because parts of nanoxml do not hide implementation details, such as the use of
vectors to store certain elements from the client API. Hence, these exceptions propa-
gate.
The exceptions most interesting in the context of this study are the IllegalAr-
gumentExceptions and the NullPointerExceptions. Since the annotations I placed
in the model directly relate to null pointers, these are the exceptions I wish to cap-
ture. The IllegalArgumentExceptions occur when test cases exercise methods that
do not permit null arguments with null arguments. The annotations capture all
these violations as well, but do not provide much additional information. Of the
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NullPointerExceptions, about half are due to misuses of annotated methods, and
hence the generated runtime monitors capture these misuses, typically long before
the exceptions occur, and hence provide information more suited to debugging the
true cause of the problem. The other half of the exceptions are cause by unchecked
accesses to an internal data structure. XMLElement objects may return null when
getName() is called. However, some nanoxml code accesses this method without a
following check for null and hence fails. Since the null return is legal behavior in
these cases, property templates have no means of checking for this problem.
In summary, all failures relating to annotated methods that are revealed by the test
suite are also revealed by the generated runtime monitors. In many cases the moni-
tors detect violations before the actual failure manifests, and thus provide additional
information for developers who have to debug the problem.
Since some of the errors occur inside the JDK and then propagate upwards to
nanoxml, this study also shows how easily inter-component problems can be detected.
I just needed access to an annotated model of the JDK, but had no need for the code
to be able to detect these violations. On the other hand, the example of the missing
internal null check shows that I cannot detect problems when the system design does
not separate concerns properly. Had the design included different representations for
named and unnamed nodes, this might have been traceable.
In conclusion we can say that even low level annotations like NotNull can help
identify the cause of problems more clearly if they are placed with consideration. For
example, some of the JDK classes do not specify that parameter values may not be
null, even though they use data structures that do not accept such values. Conse-
quently, the data structure throws a NullPointerException, and developers have to
search for the cause. In cases where null values have no meaning in the context of the
application, such as signaling the lack of data values or similar, such problems could
be caught at a more sensible level with appropriate annotations that capture the kind
of problem signaled by a null value.
There is one interesting application of the FactoryMethod pattern that is used to
create instances of the XML parser. This pattern uses reflection to create an object and
then “manually” initializes the instance. This is a variant of the initialized property.
However, there is no explicit initializer inside the class that has to be initialized, and
hence this case is currently beyond the capabilities of LuMiNous.
This case study shows some possible limitations of the LuMiNous approach. There
are two important things to notice and discuss:
1. The only properties we identified were several instances of NotNullParameter
and a single instance of NotNullReturn.
2. Many of the failures revealed by the test suite have not been captured by our
runtime monitors.
Both observations can be explained by the size, structure, and purpose of the stud-
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ied application. nanoxml is a simple XML parser. That means it is essentially the
implementation of a complex algorithm. Property templates on the other hand con-
strain either complex heap data structures or the object-oriented implementation of
certain classes. Hence, there is little overlap between the domain of nanoxml and
property templates. At the same time, property templates regard the structure of com-
plex data structures, not their content, while in an XML parser the data content is
deciding whether or not a particular state is erroneous. The test results of the case
study confirm that errors that propagate across class or component boundaries can be
captured in most cases, while incorrect parsing or generation of XML files cannot be
captured.
Furthermore, even this small study shows that property template annotations can
help identify problems that arise from the misuse of libraries, or reveal problems due
to inaccurate or missing documentation. One of the failures revealed regards the way
nanoxml makes use of parts of the JDK API. It uses java.util.Properties to store
some internal information. However, some test cases executing this feature fail with
a NullPointerException. It turns out that the class Properties extends the de-
fault JDK Hashtable and overrides several methods. The critical method is put(key,
value) for adding elements to the property set. While it is documented for Hashtable
that the key must not be null, the overridden method in Properties lacks this speci-
fication. Further, neither the implementation of Hashtable, nor of Properties checks
for valid parameters, leading to the generic NullPointerException. A prudent place-
ment (and consequent checking) of a NotNullParam annotation in the JDK can reveal
at least the reason for the exception. However, a better solution from the client point
of view is deciding where in the client program the responsibility for assuring valid
parameters lies, and place the annotation accordingly. With annotations placed care-
fully like that, possible failures become traceable much more easily, because the final
exception is accompanied by a trace of violated system properties telling the developer
where things went wrong.
7.3 Tomcat
This section presents the results of four case studies based on the Tomcat application
server7. The first case study is an application of the unique property to a part of the
Java Server Pages specification [JSR245], which is implemented by Tomcat. The sec-
ond case study extends the first, by using different implementations of JSP and JSF
to assess if and how much the generated runtime checks have to be modified when
one of these components in the deployed system changes. The third case study is an
application of the language<L> property to a simple security requirement, which cor-
responds to a cross-site scripting vulnerability that persisted in Tomcat for more than
7http://tomcat.apache.org
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one year before being fixed. The fourth case study is an application of the initialized
property to the JspFactory, a core class of the Jasper JSP compiler.
The assertions generated from the unique property effectively detected a subtle
seeded fault, and the same property provided the basis for the component-substitution
experiment. The assertions generated from the language constraint detected a well
known vulnerability that allowed cross-site scripting attacks on applications running
on top of Tomcat, and the initialized constraint was applied to a known fault that
has been fixed in later versions, and could clearly identify the precise location of the
fault. In all cases, the automatically generated assertions reliably detected property
violations before they had serious effects on the running applications, and produced
information useful to locate the corresponding faults.
7.3.1 Uniqueness Properties in JSP
In this case study I apply the unique property to a part of the JSP specification, which
is implemented by the Tomcat application server. The goal of this study is to assess in
a controlled environment with a known fault how well the generated assertions for a
complex property like unique fit into an even more complex implementation of a large
application like Tomcat.
This case study illustrates the unique property in the context of the interaction of
the JavaServer Faces (JSF) user-interface (UI) framework [JSR127] with the Tomcat
implementation of the Java Server Pages (JSP) specification [JSR245]. Figure 7.2
shows the components deployed in this scenario: A simple web application using the
JavaServer Faces UI framework (JSF) [JSR127] deployed on a servlet container.
JavaServer Faces (JSF) is a UI framework for web applications that separates the
representation of the UI from the application logic. Developers can define custom tags
that can be included into Java Server Pages. These custom tags are a convenient way to
define shortcuts for common user interface elements like forms or links, and to connect
them to application code that provides their content. The glue code between the tags
in JSP pages and the application logic is called tag handler. The tagext subsection of
the JSP specification specifies the requirements for implementing tag handlers.
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In this case study, we consider the interface JspIdConsumer, a part of tagext that
contributes to the specification of tag handlers, and thus is relevant for the interaction
between Tomcat and JSF. The JspIdConsumer specification states that each tag [imple-
menting this interface] in a JSP page has a unique ID. This unique ID must be created by
the JSP compiler, in our case Tomcat, but the interface is implemented by web appli-
cations or frameworks building on the JSP standard, in our case JSF. Additionally, only
web applications or frameworks rely on the uniqueness of the generated IDs, while the
JSP container is oblivious to them. Hence this specification affects several components
that are typically developed by separate organizations. The unique property template
states that instances of annotated classes must be unique, that is have distinct state,
within a given context. The context can be either the entire program or a single as-
sociation, and is identified by annotating either a class or an association. The context
in this case study are individual JSP pages. However, since the containment of tags
in a page is not implemented in an association or other container, the instances of
JspIdConsumer must be globally unique.
To check if the generated code-level assertions can effectively detect and diagnose
failures due to duplicate IDs, we used a runtime environment consisting of Tomcat
6.0.9, the MyFaces8 implementation of the JSF standard, and the JSF Car Demo ap-
plication, a simple application that is distributed with the Sun JSF implementation to
demonstrate the capabilities of JSF. We seeded a fault in the Tomcat’s JSP compiler
that is responsible for generating unique IDs. Listing 7.1 shows the original code. The
commented line in the listing is the fault that we introduced for this case study. The
comments in the Mojarra implementation of JSF indicate that a similar fault did exist
in earlier versions of Tomcat, and hence this case is not completely unrealistic. We
then tested three configurations:
• The correct application without the generated failure detectors.
• The faulty application without the generated failure detectors.
• The faulty application with the generated failure detectors.
We tested the first configuration primarily to establish a baseline against which we
could compare the results of the following test cases. As expected Tomcat and the
demo application run without problems in this setting.
The test of the second configuration, which corresponds to the Tomcat car demo
with the seeded fault but without our failure detectors, leads to a sequence of excep-
tions when rendering the page. Tomcat returns an error page stating that an internal
exception occurred. The exception’s stack trace in the log file gives little help as to
what caused the failure, since there is no reference to any check for ID uniqueness or
similar.
8http://myfaces.apache.org/
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private String createJspId() {
if (this.jspIdPrefix == null) {
StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer(32);
String name = ctxt.getServletJavaFileName();
sb.append("jsp_").append(Math.abs(
name.hashCode())).append(’_’);
this.jspIdPrefix = sb.toString();
}
return this.jspIdPrefix + (this.jspId++);
//return this.jspIdPrefix + (this.jspId);
}
Listing 7.1. Original code and as a comment the seeded fault
The test of the third configuration, which corresponds to the JSF car demo with the
seeded fault and our failure detectors, detects the deviation from the specification as
soon as an instance with an already existing ID is created, and logs a warning message.
The execution stack trace logged by the failure detector points directly to the location
where the error occurs in the code, that is the location where the illegal value of JspId
is assigned. This error message is logged much earlier in the execution than the actual
failure while rendering the page, and provides enough information to easily locate the
fault.
As a side-effect, our monitoring revealed inefficient memory-usage related to the
uniqueness requirement in Tomcat. The Tomcat developers have confirmed this fault9
and proposed a patch included in release 6.0.19 of Tomcat.
7.3.2 Robustness against Changes
To assess the effects of system changes on the assertions generated by LuMiNous I se-
lected the same system architecture and property as in the previous case study. For this
study, I added one additional alternative component for the JSP container and the JSF
library, to test how such component substitutions affect the generated runtime checks.
For our experiments we used the Apache MyFaces and the Sun Mojarra10 implemen-
tations of JSF, the Apache Tomcat and Sun Glassfish11 implementations of a servlet
container, and deployed the same web application on every possible combination of
these four components.
9https://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=46397
10https://javaserverfaces.dev.java.net/
11https://glassfish.dev.java.net/
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Figure 7.3. Exceptions thrown vs detected property violations in different component
configurations.
This case study assesses the robustness of the assertions generated by LuMiNous
against changes by answering the following questions:
1. Do we have to change the model to accommodate the different component con-
figurations?
2. How much do we have to change the generated assertions to accommodate the
different component configurations?
3. Does the failure detection capability vary with component configurations?
4. How does the failure detection capability compare to exceptions raised without
our assertions?
I deployed and ran the jsf-cardemo application with the Mojarra and MyFaces
libraries in the combinations shown in Figure 7.3. I did not run Glassfish with My-
Faces, because Glassfish is strongly tied to Mojarra, and replacing it requires substantial
changes to the system. Of the possible component combinations, all ran with assertions
generated from the same model. The MyFaces implementation does not follow stan-
dard implementation idioms (names for association variables differed from the names
of the association in MyFaces), hence the generated code had to be adjusted to capture
the correct data. However, this involved changing only a single line of code from
... set(* UIComponentBase.children )...
to
... set(* UIComponentBase._childrenList )...
These results indicate that models and the generated code are largely robust against
system evolution by component replacement. It confirms our hypothesis that the same
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models can be used for different implementations of the same specifications (ques-
tion 1), and changes to the generated assertions are limited to code peculiarities (ques-
tion 2).
Figure 7.3 shows the results of the experiments. Each cell indicates whether the
seeded fault raised an exception, and whether the assertions automatically generated
by LuMiNous revealed and characterized the failure. The data show that the generated
assertions reveal and document the failure in all executed combinations (question 3),
while exceptions are raised only when running Tomcat with MyFaces. Exceptions are
not raised with Mojarra due to a workaround implemented in Mojarra that allows
applications to work even with older, broken implementations of Jasper. However,
this workaround effectively violates the JSP specification, and masks a fault that ought
to be corrected. The optional stack traces logged together with property violations
indicate precisely where in the code the violation is introduced, while the exception
raised while running Tomcat with MyFaces is a NullPointerException raised while
executing a segment of the code unrelated to the fault, and does not help developers
locate the fault (question 4).
The four indicators of stability assessed in this case study show encouraging results.
The model does not need to be changed, since the model mostly reflects structure, and
not implementation details. The generated assertions have to reflect some changes in
the implementation. In this particular case, MyFaces did not follow the standard idiom
for implementing associations, and thus the automatically generated code had to be
adapted manually. The failure detection capability remained stable over the variations
in system configurations, and the value of the runtime information reported together
with violations was consistently better than the plain exception stack traces reported
only in some cases. Overall, this indicates that LuMiNous properties and assertion
templates capture meaningful system features at the appropriate level of abstraction
to allow system configuration changes with no or little changes to the model and gen-
erated code.
7.3.3 Preventing Cross-site Scripting with language<L>
This case study demonstrates how effectively a high-level specification of a language
constraint could have prevented a security vulnerability in Tomcat12. This vulnera-
bility is due to an omission fault that allowed attackers to inject arbitrary HTML and
JavaScript code into the error page returned by Tomcat when clients attempt to ac-
cess restricted pages without authenticating first. With this arbitrary HTML code an
attacker could for example send a fake login page from a valid domain and obtain
user-names and passwords for that domain.
As most cross-site scripting vulnerabilities, an exploit required a valid web site to
pass unfiltered user input to potential error pages. When making a request that causes
12http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2008-1232
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an error response, the user input from the request is passed through to the error page
and included in the header information. With a tailored request message, the response
could thus contain arbitrary HTML and JavaScript code. For the exploit to work, the
injected code must be preceded by some newline characters, otherwise, the injected
code would appear as part of the header text instead of as HTML and scripts.
The fault that enables this attack violates a simple specification that constrains
user input to contain only valid printable ASCII characters and not to begin with new-
line characters. Developers can express the constraint by annotating the #sendError
method of HttpServletResponse with the language <L> property and require the
parameter to satisfy the regular expression [\p{Print}&amp;&amp;\p{ASCII}]*.
Even though the constraint appears obvious at the design level, this fault remained
undetected in several versions of Tomcat for more than one year, despite the many
tests and executions. I used LuMiNous to automatically generate assertions for a Tom-
cat version that contains this fault, and executed a simple test suite. The generated
assertions flag the property violation before a response page is sent, and provide a
stack trace directing developers to the point where the violation occurred.
This case shows a particular strength of runtime monitoring over static testing.
This vulnerability can only be detected statically if a developer thinks of this possibility
and creates a matching test case. Using LuMiNous, it can be detected easily, provided
that the designer has a constraint like “only valid HTML is allowed here” in mind and
annotates the method parameter with the constraint over the user input.
7.3.4 Assuring Application Initialization with initialized
This case study demonstrates that assertions automatically generated and deployed
by the LuMiNous prototype can effectively detect property violations that occur in
code that is generated at runtime, and hence is not accessible to traditional testing
techniques. Similar to the previous case study, this study uses a known fault that
existed in Tomcat releases for several months, from version 6.0.0 to 6.0.1013.
The fault prevents timely initialization of a Singleton instance of the class JspFac-
tory. As a result, when a web application calls the factory method JspFactory.get-
DefaultFactory() early during its own initialization, the method returns a null value
rather than the expected instance. Since the specification of JspFactory guarantees
that the instance is available when applications start up, applications may not check
if the returned value is a valid reference. Missing checks, rendered obsolete by the
specification then cause a NullPointerException, thus preventing the application
from starting.
The class JspFactory in Tomcat is a classical example of the Singleton design pat-
tern, and there are well established code idioms to implement the pattern [Gamma
13Tomcat Bugzilla bug database: ID 40820, https://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?
id=40820
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Figure 7.4. The failing Tomcat bootstrap sequence.
et al., 1994]. In the implementation of Tomcat, however, the singleton instance does
not follow the standard practice of the design pattern, and this implementation deci-
sion led to the fault causing the failures discussed above. This is a typical example of
functional problems due to the semantic gap between the design level and the systems
implementation.
The actual fault is difficult to locate, because the call sequence involved when
initializing the singleton instance is much more complicated than the design pattern
would lead one to expect. Figure 7.4 shows the sequence of actions that lead to
the failure during the Tomcat bootstrap. The servers main class Catalina starts to
deploy all installed applications by calling HostConfig, which is just in intermedi-
ary. Each web-application has a StandardContext associated with it. This context
controls the state of the web-application relevant to the management of the server.
StandardContext is also responsible for initializing the singleton JspFactory. The
loadClass call to ClassLoader is the faulty attempt at this initialization (marked
1 in the diagram). Then the starting application is notified that its server context
has been initialized, which for the application is the signal that JspFactory is avail-
able. If the application tries to obtain the instance of JspFactory in the event handler
contextInitialized, like it is shown in the figure, a null value is returned, leading
to the NullPointerException marked 2 in the figure. After this potentially failing
notification of the web-application, JstRuntimeContext is initialized, and only here is
the instance of JspFactory really created (marked 3 in the diagram). The fault is due
to a subtlety of Java class loading. Calls to loadClass only load and link the byte-code
of the class, but do nothing else. The developers of Tomcat had assumed that when a
class is loaded, its static initialization would also be executed. The calls to create the
JspFactory instance are part of the static initialization of JspRuntimeContext, and
hence were not executed as expected, but only when the class was being used later.
This complicated sequence of initialization might seem like a violation of the clean and
tidy design pattern, but complex solutions like this are common in sufficiently complex
programs.
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From the discussion following the bug report it is clear that for some time the
developers had no idea what might cause the reported NullPointerException in
the web application. The assertions generated from an initialized annotation on
JspFactory report violations and provide semantics for the exception. The fact that
the exception was raised, because JspFactory had not been initialized would become
immediately clear and direct developers to look at the code that initializes the singleton
instance.
This case study shows how the assertions introduced by property templates can
help developers locate faults faster, because they provide additional information about
failures. It is also a good example of where specifications for one component (here the
JSP container) can help debug problems that occur in components utilizing another
(here the web application deployed in the container). The code of the web application
is mostly generated at runtime by parsing and compiling JSP pages, hence, this code is
not available before deploying and actually running the application. This ability to in-
strument and monitor dynamically loaded or generated code is a particular strength of
LuMiNous that distinguishes it from traditional testing techniques, that usually require
all source code to be available.
7.4 Summary
The case studies presented in this chapter were designed to provide evidence for the
various measures of usefulness defined at the beginning of the chapter. The first mea-
sure is effectiveness, that is the generated checks should be able to detect failures, and
clearly the case studies demonstrate that in all cases failures could be found.
Efficiency was not an issue in most cases. The runtime overhead incurred was
negligible for all properties, except unique. Proving that a technique is capable of
handling problems that are not accessible to standard testing techniques is difficult,
because when one starts from a known fault, one can always devise test cases that
in principle must reveal the fault under the right conditions. Practically, this often
would require enormous effort setting up the testing environment, for example when
attempting to build test cases that are guaranteed to find subtle race conditions. In such
a case, a technique that monitors the desired property at runtime can work around the
need for elaborate testing environments, because the deployment environment will
either provide the conditions for the fault to be revealed, and then the monitor will
find it, or the deployment environment does not provide the conditions and the fault
will never be executed to cause a failure.
There are two facets to scalability in the LuMiNous approach. One regards how
defining models and annotations scales with application size, and the other regards
how well the number and performance of assertions scale with model and application
size. Since partial models are all that is required to generate assertions, the size of an
application is not a limiting factor to modeling. Rather, models grow with the number
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of annotations. How well performance scales when the number of assertions increases
has not yet been assessed and remains an open question.
In all cases the information provided by the runtime checks facilitated debugging,
not only because often the runtime checks noticed error conditions long before they
led to an exception in the system, but also because the fact that each runtime check is
associated with a property specified by the developer, means that the warnings carry
information about the intention of the developers that is being violated.
Ease of use by developers can be demonstrated in two ways. One way would be
to deduce that result from proxy metrics. For example, in all our case studies we
could work with very simple partial models of the system that take only a few minutes
to create, even if the system contains thousands of classes and associations. Hence,
modeling itself is not a big burden and does not require deep understanding of a
system before properties can be applied to parts of it. The second way is through a
thorough user study in which developers are asked to use the technique and the tool
in their daily work, and then later to assess if they were able to do their work faster,
better, or if some other relevant metric improved. The first way is straightforward, and
if one believes deductive reasoning, then the LuMiNous technique is easily usable. For
this thesis I did not conduct a user study, because the technique involves the use of
a tool, and the usability of a tool in practice strongly depends on the user interface,
stability and reliability of the tool. A research prototype that has been developed as
a proof of concept can rarely reach that level of maturity, and hence an evaluation
using such a prototype would always be a statement about the prototype tool, rather
than the potential usability with a well developed tool. Since developing a tool stable
enough for end-user deployment is out of scope for this thesis, a user study seemed to
add only little value to the validation and was omitted. Additionally, the component
substitution experiment showed that the generated checks are also fairly robust against
implementation changes of the system.
The only point where the results fall a bit behind expectations is the efficiency of
the runtime checks. In most cases, the runtime checks add little overhead besides the
startup cost of weaving the checks into the system. However, in the case of DaTeC,
the runtime overhead incurred by the checks caused a execution slowdown of about
three orders of magnitude, which even with simple analysis tasks makes the use of
these runtime checks infeasible. Analyzing the programs where the unique property
incurred extreme overhead and comparing them to the programs that were not as
badly affected revealed that in most cases, the associations annotated with unique are
changing only infrequently, while in the case of DaTeC, they changed a lot, because
they were at the core of the implemented algorithm. This appears to be a clear case
where one might want to trade the precision of detection for more speed. Nonetheless,
the other case studies show that with some judgment by the developers, all properties
can be applied without incurring heavy performance penalties.
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Property Case Study Section
unique DaTeC 7.1
Tomcat 7.3.1, 7.3.2
initialized Tomcat 7.3.4
language<L> Tomcat 7.3.3
notnull nanoxml 7.2
Table 7.8. Mapping of which case studies used which properties
Observations
The case studies in this chapter cover a range of different application types, and
demonstrate for several properties that the generated runtime checks can indeed de-
tect violations of these properties. Table 7.8 gives a quick reference to which case
study utilizes which property. Apart from providing evidence supporting the claims
about the utility of the LuMiNous approach, data and experience gathered throughout
the experiments led to several observations about the approach and tool.
Context dependent performance. The runtime checks for some properties behave
differently depending on the context they are used in. The heavy performance impact
of the unique property in the DaTeC case study is an example for this. In all the other
case studies so far, the impact on performance was small. Execution times for running
DaTeC with smaller inputs was dominated by the time required for load-time weaving,
the added overhead of the assertions was so small that in most cases it could not be
measured at a precision of milliseconds.
It also became clear that some of the properties, namely explicit and notnull,
address developer intent at a lower level of abstraction than the other properties. One
consequence of that is that the checks generated from these properties are more likely
to reveal problems already during regular unit- and system testing, rather than dealing
with difficult and rare corner cases.
Automatic generation and insertion is a must. The two main arguments suggesting
that manually writing and inserting runtime checks for property templates are that
the necessary code can be very complex and that checks have to be inserted in many
different, sometimes unforeseeable locations in the code.
The code snippet in Listing 5.12 shows the complexity of some of the property
templates. Fortunately, property templates make the necessary checking code boiler
plate and enable automatic generation. The data reported in Table 7.9 shows clearly
that the number of locations that need to be annotated with code-level assertions can
be large, even in small examples. The column # Advice shows how many different
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Case Property # Advice # Locs.
DaTeC unique (assoc.) 2 24
nanoxml notnull (param.) 14 47
Tomcat∗ unique (global) 3 56
Tomcat∗ language 1 30
Tomcat∗ initialized 2 8
Table 7.9. Number of generated assertions and woven locations.
assertions are created in each case study. All case studies except nanoxml use only a
single annotation in the model which translates to the shown number of assertions. In
the nanoxml case there are 14 notnull annotations that translate to the given total
number of assertions. The # Locs. column shows in how many different locations in
the code assertions are inserted. As the numbers show, complex properties in medium
and large applications require assertions in many places. Furthermore, in the case of
Tomcat, the number of locations depends on the applications that are deployed on the
server and is likely to increase with the number of applications. Without a means to
insert these assertions in all relevant places automatically, developers would have to do
this manually, and they would have to check if new assertions are needed every time
the code changes. LuMiNous relieves developers from the tedious and error prone task
of writing and inserting runtime checks manually.
Dynamic weaving widens the scope of applicability. All case studies involving the
Tomcat application server witness to some of the difficulties of directly annotating code
with assertions. In these case studies, most woven locations lie within code that is dy-
namically generated by the JSP compiler. This code is not even available for instrumen-
tation before the web-application is deployed and executed. On-demand deployment
through load-time aspect weaving allows us to deal with dynamically generated and
loaded code transparently. This also means that the number of woven locations shown
in Table 7.9 is not absolute, but depends on the application being executed on top of
Tomcat.
Over-approximating weave locations has little impact on performance. Detailed
analysis of the weave locations and the executed advice in the DaTeC case study shows
that due to a combination of static and dynamic type checks, the weave locations
are an over-approximation of the necessary weave locations. That simply means that
runtime checking code is inserted in places where it is not needed, but the fact that
it is not needed can only be determined at runtime with a dynamic type check. A
small experiment aimed at making the approximation more precise statically indicated
that reducing the number of weave locations, and hence the number of dynamic type
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checks, has only a minimal impact on performance. However, the DaTeC study is an
extreme case and it is not clear how these results generalize.
Threats to Validity
The case studies presented in this chapter provide evidence that the technique works.
However, there remain some open points and potential threats to validity. Two points
that impact on the validity and significance of the results are the number and the type
of case studies.
The number of case studies conducted is relatively small and geared towards pro-
viding positive evidence for different aspects of usefulness defined at the beginning of
this chapter. While an assessment of these factors is of course the goal of all case stud-
ies in this chapter, having only few positive cases may be considered a weak argument
to support the usefulness of the technique. Many automated failure and fault detec-
tion techniques can be applied to standard repositories of applications with a number
of know real or seeded faults, and the tools quality can be assessed by how many
of those faults they find and how many false reports they generate. These measures
of precision and recall would be useful to assess LuMiNous on standard benchmarks,
however, none such benchmark exists for the types of properties LuMiNous introduced.
And in the case studies that apply LuMiNous to applications with no known faults, it
obviously is impossible to derive a measure of recall. On the other hand, precision
on almost all case studies is very high, and measurable differences in precision are
directly connected to the property checked for, so developers can know what to ex-
pect when they apply properties. Another consideration when discussing the number
of case studies as threat to validity is the overall goal of the technique. A monitoring
technique such as LuMiNous cannot provide guarantees for precision and recall. What
it can do, and LuMiNous has been designed with this particular goal and restriction in
mind, is provide some detection capability, detecting some classes of failures with high
precision, and thus increasing confidence, but not guarantee, that if no such failure
is detected, then probably no such failure is present. Hence, the LuMiNous technique
must be understood as an augmentation of other existing and still important validation
techniques, not as their replacement. And with this goal in mind, providing evidence
that LuMiNous can indeed detect some kinds of failure with high precision is good
support of the overall claim of the thesis.
The type of case study is limited by two factors. First, the LuMiNous prototype
works only with Java, and hence all cases studies are Java programs, and it is un-
clear if the choice of language has a significant impact on the validity of the results.
Second, the case studies draw from server applications, frameworks, and a few algo-
rithms, while some types of applications, like interactive end-user applications, are not
covered. The choice of programming language should not pose a strong limitation
to the validity of the claims made. As the specification technique uses only common
object-oriented concepts, they should be useful for annotating and monitoring pro-
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grams written in any object-oriented language or even a mix of languages. However,
depending on the programming language, implementing a technical solution for in-
tegrating generated checks could be hard. Reflection and dynamic code changes are
certainly capabilities of Java and AspectJ that facilitate the implementation of such a
tool, while languages that do not directly support these things would probably require
a lot more effort to achieve the same results. On the other hand, it would certainly
strengthen the results if additional studies show that the properties developed for Lu-
MiNous are applicable in an even wider range of applications than have been tested so
far. But being applicable to server applications and frameworks, which represent two
very important types of application, is in itself a good result and makes the technique
useful.
Besides the number and type of case studies, there is a third factor that might
threaten the validity of the results. Some of the case studies presented here use known
or manually seeded faults to test the detection capabilities of the generated runtime
checks. It is difficult to argue from such experiments that the properties and generated
checks are general enough to apply to cases where faults are not known. For the more
complex properties, for example unique case studies with both known and unknown
faults show that at least those properties are general enough to deal with unknown
situations. For some other properties, for example explicit or notnull, one can argue
that the necessary checks are straightforward, sometimes akin to what established
static analysis techniques can do, but moved to a dynamic environment. For those
properties, it could be easier to argue that they obviously generalize well, even without
extensive experimental evidence.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Conclusion
This thesis developed the idea that specifying constraints at a high level of abstraction
and automatically mapping these constraints to runtime checks at appropriate lower
levels of abstraction can lead to significant improvements in software quality and can
at the same time reduce developer effort. The research presented in this dissertation
shows that there is a correlation between functional design-level properties and sys-
tem failures. Detailed analysis shows that many system failures can be clustered into
classes of failures that represent violations of said properties. This correlation between
specifications and failures can be exploited to automatically generate runtime moni-
tors and assertions to observe if systems respect the constraints of the specifications.
Property templates and the LuMiNous prototype tool are examples of how such failure
classes can be used to implement such a mapping from higher-level specifications to
lower-level checks.
Chapters 4-6 discuss details of this research and development work. The results
clearly support the hypothesis set out in Chapter 1. The hypothesis postulates the exis-
tence of failure classes that represent violations of design-level constraints. Chapter 4
discusses examples for such failure classes identified during several software studies
conducted during the work on this thesis. However, the results should not be consid-
ered absolute. Similar to other kinds of patterns, any catalog can only be a subset of
all possible patterns. Therefore, the catalog of failure classes presented in Chapter 4
should be considered as a set of examples. It is likely and desirable that developers
identify more failure classes during their work and formalize them in the framework
of property templates.
Thinking of property templates as a pattern language similar to design patterns
helps to understand the motivation for the rest of the contributions. Like design pat-
ters, property templates do not only identify common problems, but also provide a
monitoring solution in the form of tried and tested code templates. Chapter 5 dis-
cusses everything related to the templates defined for the failure classes identified in
Chapter 4. The templates are presented in a concrete programming language rather
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than in a more abstract notation. This way they are directly usable at least in the do-
main of Java applications, and having concrete code for one programming language
likely facilitates that code’s adaptation for other languages.
A big concern of the approach outlined in Chapter 3 is making the use of the re-
search results practical, rather than showing that it can be done in principle. One of
the results addressing this concern is the model transformation tool developed to auto-
matically generate code from annotated models. Many other questions regarding prac-
ticality in terms of usability, quality and performance of the approach are addressed by
the case studies discussed in Chapter 7.
Considering the hypothesis that violations of high-level properties lead to failures
that are sufficiently similar to each other to cluster them into classes, and to exploit those
classes to define general runtime monitors for the failures in each class, the contributions
represented by
• the identification and formal specification of a set of failure classes,
• the definition of templates for runtime monitors for these classes,
• the implementation and evaluation of a prototype tool utilizing the classes and
templates for the general runtime monitors.
are evidence that this hypothesis holds. Nonetheless, there are several interesting
questions and possible future extensions to the approach that are out of the scope of
this thesis.
The property templates are the result of detailed studies of reported software fail-
ures. The property templates identified so far focus on a set of properties that relate
to structural properties of systems. It is in principle possible to extend the property
catalog and the tool with properties of different types, for example behavioral or pos-
sibly non-functional properties. Another interesting aspect to explore would be when
runtime monitors signal problems. The current templates signal errors only when they
occur. For some types of problems, it might already be possible to detect conditions
that are sufficient for a problem to occur later, and hence, the system might be able to
react to such a warning and prevent the further development towards an error. This
type of consideration falls into the domain of self-healing software, and is one large
field of potential applications for the runtime monitoring techniques developed here.
Some of the case studies in Chapter 7 show that in extreme cases the overhead
introduced by the runtime checks can be prohibitive. Two potential ways of improving
the performance of the runtime checks would be to consider weakening the constraints
expressed by property templates in an attempt to reduce the complexity of the checks.
Another approach could be to adapt techniques for incremental constraint checking,
as for example proposed by Xu et al. [2006]. In their work they show that incremental
checking can deliver orders of magnitude in performance improvements.
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Conceptually, the LuMiNous approach works on the level of the platform inde-
pendent model of the MDA. However, due to the restrictions imposed by available
implementations of the MDA, the case studies have been applied to the platform spe-
cific model, where the technology platform and programming language are already
known. To extend and reuse the technique and the developed property template cata-
log for other platforms, both need to be lifted to the PIM-level and an additional level
of transformations to the PSMs has to be introduced.
In summary, this dissertation developed the notion of property templates, provided
evidence that meaningful property templates exist, and developed a prototype tool
that provides proof that property templates work for automatically generating runtime
monitors.
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Appendix A
Using and Extending LuMiNous
This chapter contains details on the implementation of the two Eclipse plugins that
constitute the tool prototype. Both plugins make extensive use of existing frameworks,
which effectively means that the parts explicitly implemented for the tool are only
small extensions within these frameworks. For this reason, rather than discussing im-
plementation details of the tool separately, all relevant detail in incorporated into the
documentation of how to use and extend the tool.
A.1 Installing LuMiNous
The latest version of the LuMiNous plugins is available for end-users via the update
site http://www.inf.usi.ch/phd/wuttke/resources/eclipse. The transformation
requires a complete installation of Eclipse UML and the JET engine to work, even
though the plugin installation does not check these requirements.
The sources of LuMiNous are available as well. To extend the templates or the pro-
file, the source code of the plugins is required. The source code is structured in several
projects, matching the various plugins and should be added to an Eclipse workspace as
that. Using the profile requires the installation of the profile plugin, as profile plugins
cannot be loaded from a workspace. Besides this limitation, using the development
installation is the same as the end-user installation.
A.2 Using LuMiNous
Using LuMiNous is straightforward and consists of two steps:
1. Defining and annotating models.
2. Generating runtime checks.
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Defining and annotating models
In principle, models can be defined in any UML editor. In practice, slight differences
in how different editors represent associations, it is recommended to use either the
standard editor of the Eclipse UML tools, or Papyrus1.
Model annotations are applied via UML stereotypes contained in the plugin ch.uni-
si.inf.luminous.profile. The stereotypes are constrained to be applicable only to
model elements for which valid checks can be generated, and these constraints match
those documented in the semantics in Chapter 4. To annotated a model with property
template constraints, simply apply the appropriate stereotype to the entity you want to
constrain, and add supply the parameters to the stereotype where necessary.
Generating runtime checks
The generation of runtime checks is also straightforward, provided the annotated
model was created within Eclipse with one of the recommended tools. If other tools
were used, the model might need adjustments before the code generation plugin can
parse it.
Even though we use XMI as the input format for the transformation, there are some
minor restrictions to the content of the XMI file. In principle, the name attribute of all
entities must be set to a non-empty string. Otherwise the transformation will fail to
look up related objects occasionally.
To generate the runtime checks, create a new run configuration in Eclipse. The type
of the run configuration is “JET Transformation”. Select the ch.unisi.inf.luminous
transformation in the appropriate field and specify the name of the model file you
wish to process (the model file must be contained in a project). You can reuse this run
configuration to regenerate the runtime checks when you change your model.
Running the run configuration generates a number of AspectJ and Java files within
the project that contains the model file. If your project already has the AspectJ builder
associated with it, the generated code will be compiled automatically. If not, you can
convert your project to an AspectJ project to enable this automatic compilation.
If the project in which you generate the runtime checks also contains the code
of the program you wish to check, then the checks will be statically woven into all
available classes. If the code is not within the same project, you can either weave the
code statically by referring the AspectJ compiler to the project containing your runtime
checks, or dynamically by using load time weaving. The code generator already pro-
vides you with an aop.xml file that defines all the aspects to weave. Since the setup
of load time weaving is highly project specific, we cannot give any guidelines here and
must refer you to the AspectJ documentation.
1http://www.papyrusuml.org
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Notes
• There is a default aspect ch.unisi.inf.luminous.Timer that prints the date
and time of entering and exiting the main() method to stdout. NB: This time
measurement does not capture weaving times happening before main() starts
executing, but will capture anything that happens within the execution context
of it. This aspect can be safely removed from weaving if it is not required for
debugging purposes.
• The advice execution log messages contain the execution time of advice in sec-
onds, at a precision of milliseconds as provided by System.currentTimeMillis().
• When creating a model, applying the profile, but not using the profile, will lead
to failing runs of the transformation. Ergo, if you apply the profile, you must use
it at least once, i.e. annotate one element in the model with a stereotype from
the profile.
• By default advice gets woven everywhere, including javax.* library classes.
When using LTW (and maybe even with static weaving), some of the weaving
can be avoided by providing explicit <include within/> statements declaring
within which packages and classes aspects should be woven. This can limit the
amount of weaving done, and effectively reduces the amount of dynamic join-
point match checks and possibly the number of advice executions. Depending
on the problem this may help to increase precision and reduce overall processing
time.
• By default printing stack traces of violations is turned off. The default can cur-
rently only be changed by editing the templates. Turning trace logging on in
individual cases requires editing the calls to Utils.logPropertyViolation.
• When using dynamic weaving, editing the generated aop.xml allows fine-grained
control over where advice is inserted and which generated aspects are considered
for weaving.
A.3 Extending LuMiNous
This documentation regards extending LuMiNous with more templates for transforma-
tions from UML to AspectJ. The definition of new properties requires the definition of
an appropriate stereotype in a UML profile and the definition of a JET transformation
that generates the code. Extending the tool to support other output formats requires
only the specification of JET templates. The templates discussed in this dissertation
are contained in the plugin ch.unisi.inf.luminous.transform.aj. Extensions may
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be defined either in the same plugin or as a separate plugin. If a completely new trans-
formation to a new language is desired, a new plugin should be defined, and not all
the instructions below may apply.
Defining new Annotations
New stereotypes may be defined either in the standard profile contained in the ch.uni-
si.inf.luminous.profile plugin, or in a separate profile. To add more stereotypes
to the profile, follow these steps:
1. Use the UML editor to create a new stereotype.
2. To make the stereotype applicable to UML elements
(a) Make sure that the profile imports the UML elements you want to annotate.
(b) Use the UML Editor to create an extension ( Stereotype --> Create Extension)
(c) Delete old profile definitions.
(d) Define the profile.
(e) Export the profile plugin and install it in your Eclipse.
(f) Restart Eclipse.
(g) Open your model, remove the profile application from the model manually
(or do that with the menu as the very first step of this process)
(h) Apply the profile to your model.
(i) You should now be able to use the new Stereotype in your models, and all
old uses should still work, even though the model editor doesn’t show them
anymore.
Defining new Templates
At the time of writing, the EMF model parser does not support UML profiles, hence
applications of stereotypes to model elements have to be located by searching the XML
DOM for these applications. For this reason, defining new templates is a little tricky. It
requires two distinct steps: first, adding calls to the template from main.jet whenever
an XML element matching the new stereotype is encountered, and writing the new
template itself.
main.jet is the control file of any JET transformation and directs all actions when
processing an XML file. The code for the various existing templates can usually be
adapted for a new template call. The code below shows an instructive example:
<c:iterate select="/XMI/Immutable/@base_Class" var="classId">
<c:setVariable select="//packagedElement[@id=$classId]"
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var="class"/>
<c:setVariable select="’class’" var="classVar"/>
<c:include template="templates/setClassPackage.jet"/>
<ws:folder path="{$classFolderName}">
<ws:file template="templates/Immutable.aj.jet"
path="{$classFileName}_Immutable.aj"/>
</ws:folder>
</c:iterate>
The <c:iterate ...> instruction iteratively selects all instances of the stereotype
that should be handled by the template. The two calls to <c:setVariable> and the call
to the first template setClassPackageName are necessary to create the code from the
template in the correct Java package. The LuMiNous convention is for an annotated
class x.y.C to create an aspect in the package x.y.aspects.C_property. Not making
the three calls described above will enable you to change this default. The ws:folder
instruction creates the folder with the name in classFolderName is needed, and exe-
cute all nested instruction, that is store all template generated code, inside that folder.
The ws:file instruction processes the template and creates the file named in the pa-
rameter path from the output. More complex templates may need to extract more
information from the XMI file before calling the templates, or the templates may ex-
tract that necessary information. The unique template is a good example for more
advanced processing.
Each template must begin with the following code:
<%-- --%>
<% //generating the corresponding aspect in aop.xml
String aop=context.getVariable("aopxml").toString();
aop=aop.concat("<aspect
name=\"").concat(context.getVariable("classPackageName").toString());
aop=aop.concat(".aspects.")
.concat(context.getVariable("classFileName").toString());
context.setVariable("aopxml",aop.concat("_Immutable\"/>\n"));
%>
Only the string _Immutable should be replaced with something unique to the new
template. This code mostly generates appropriate package names for the generated
code and unique names for the aspects generated. Parts of this code deal with bugs in
older versions of the JET engine, and parts just collect and set important local variables.
The rest of the template is standard JET XML code and can contain whatever the
template needs.
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Appendix B
Data
In this chapter we report detailed results of the studies we carried out. Each subsec-
tion presents the data for one application, and the final section summarizes the data
to derive conclusions about the number and type of property templates we found. Ta-
ble B.1 lists all applications that we studied. The type gives a rough idea of what the
application is designed for.
The sections below (1) discuss the documents we used for requirements analysis,
summarize the results from requirements analysis, (2) describe precisely which queries
were run against the issue repositories to retrieve the base set of issues to study, and
provide a summary of the clusters during failure analysis. More details on the “types”
of the individual clusters are provided in Chapter 4.
Cocoon
The requirements analysis for the Cocoon core component focused on the version 2.2 of
the APIs of the core packages1. The study proved tedious, because the core component
is split into 16 highly interdependent sub-components, with their source, and thus their
API documentation, spread across as many different Maven projects.
The implementation of Cocoon makes heavy use of the Factory design pattern. It
also has a deep inheritance hierarchy and uses many small interfaces to spread cross-
1http://cocoon.apache.org/2.2/core-modules/
Application Type
Cocoon Web-Application Framework
Lucene Text-search library
Tomcat Server
Table B.1. Applications studied.
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Property Number
Total instances 151
comparable 19
concurrency 47
immutable 22
initialized 32
language 1
resource mgmt 8
unique 22
Table B.2. Properties extracted from the Cocoon API.
cutting behavior throughout the code. Together, these two facts explain the high num-
ber of occurrences of the initialized property reasonably well. Cocoon inherits the
SingleThreaded and ThreadSafe marker interfaces from the Avalon project2, which
are used to explicitly place concurrency constraints on several core interfaces, thus the
property is inherited by a large number of implementation. Other properties occur less
frequently.
Table B.2 shows the accumulated occurrences of properties across all sub-compo-
nents of Cocoon Core and Table B.3 shows for which classes these properties have been
identified. In general, the high numbers are due to the fact that often constraints are at-
tached to interfaces instead of individual classes, and we assume that these constraints
are “inherited” by implementing classes.
The bugs we analyzed during the study of Cocoon were retrieved from the Co-
coon bug database via a custom query. The Apache’s JIRA issue tracker is located at
https://issues.apache.org/jira/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa. The settings for
our query are3:
Parameter Value
Project Cocoon
Issue type Bug
Components Cocoon Core
Affects Versions Released Versions
Resolution “Unresolved” or “Fixed”
Created before 2008-04-12
This query retrieves 290 reports. We analyzed only the first 100 reports from the
retrieved list (sorted by ID), and after removing reports that were clear duplicates, we
2http://excalibur.apache.org/
3“Released Versions” include version 2.2, which we used for the requirements analysis.
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Property Classes, Interfaces
comparable (I) o.a.c.caching.CacheableProcessingComponent
concurrency (I) o.a.c.components.modules.output.OutputModule,
o.a.c.modules.input.*,
o.a.c.components.source.impl.DelayedRefreshSourceWrapper,
o.a.c.components.treeprocessor.SimpleSelectorProcessingNode,
o.a.c.core.container.spring.PoolableFactoryBean
immutable (I) o.a.c.caching.CacheableProcessingComponent,
o.a.c.util.location.LocationImpl,
o.a.c.components.pipeline.PipelineComponentInfo,
o.a.c.components.source.impl.MultiSourceValidity
initialized (I)(trans) o.a.c.components.xslt.XSLTProcessor,
o.a.c.components.xslt.XSLTProcessorImpl,
o.a.c.components.xslt.TraxProcessor,
o.a.c.generation.*,
(A) o.a.c.serialization.AbstractTextSerializer,
(A) o.a.c.components.pipeline.AbstractProcessingPipeline,
o.a.c.thread.impl.DefaultThreadPool
language o.a.c.components.modules.input.DateMetaInputModule
resource mgmt (I) o.a.c.components.treeprocessor.TreeBuilder,
(A) o.a.c.components.treeprocessor.SimpleSelectorProcessingNode
unique (I) o.a.c.caching.CacheableProcessingComponent,
o.a.c.sitemap.SitemapModelComponent,
o.a.c.sitemap.SitemapOutputComponent,
o.a.c.sitemap.DefaultContentAggregator
Table B.3. Classes or interfaces of each identified property in the Cocoon API.
o.a.c refers to the common top-level package org.apache.cocoon. (I) marks inter-
faces, and (A) marks abstract classes.
were left with 85 useful reports. The decision to not completely analyze all reports
in this study is based on the observation that most reports, even those created several
years ago, are not discussed, closed or in any other form commented on. This led us
to the conclusion that the issue reporting system is not well utilized by the developers
and thus cannot give us a realistic view of the issues that occurred in the system.
Lucene
For the study of Lucene, we picked the Search component of the Java implementation.
This component is used to search a pre-generated index of files for terms or expres-
sions. Studying the API documentation of this part of library turned out to be fruitless,
because there is barely any documentation beyond class- and method signatures.
For the fault analysis the query parameters below retrieve 69 issues, which after
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Class Number
Total bugs 85
caching 2
concurrency 5
initialized 3
language 5
resource mgmt. 3
other 4
Table B.4. Cocoon Issue Clusters
Class Number
Total bugs 63
caching 1
comparable 3
concurrency 2
initialized 1
language 1
other 5
Table B.5. Lucene Issue Clusters
dropping the usual duplicates, left us with 63 issues to study.
Parameter Value
Project Lucene-Java
Issue type Bug
Components Search
Affects Versions Released Versions
Resolution “Unresolved” or “Fixed”
Created before 2008-05-06
As the data in the summary table (Tab. B.5) show the results are less clearcut as in
most other cases. A large fraction of the issues that we could track back to some end-
user requirement violation do not fall into one of the classes we have identified so far,
but occur as singletons, that is, they occur only once in the entire analysis. This might
indicate that the classes we identified so far occur less frequently in tightly coupled
applications.
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Property Number
Total instances 14
comparable 1
concurrency 1
immutable 3
initialized 4
language 2
unique 3
Table B.6. Properties extracted from Tomcat requirements
Property Classes, Documentation section
comparable javax.el.Expression
concurrency javax.el.ExpressionFactory
immutable javax.servlet.jsp.PageContext, javax.el.Expression
initialized javax.servlet.Filter, javax.servlet.Servlet,
javax.el.ELResolver, JSP.11.2.1
language javax.servlet.jsp.PageContext, SRV.2.6.5
unique javax.servlet.http.Cookie,
javax.servlet.jsp.JspApplicationContext,
javax.servlet.jsp.tagext.JspIdConsumer
Table B.7. Classes and documentation sections of each identified property. JSP refers
to the Java Server Pages specification, SRV to the Java Servlet specification.
Tomcat
We focused our requirements analysis for Tomcat on the API specifications for Java
Servlets [SRV] and Java Server Pages [JSR245]. These APIs lie at the heart of Tomcat
and define much of what it has to do as a server. In addition we studied the end-user
documentation regarding server configuration and other aspects that are not explicitly
covered by the APIs. Table B.6 lists the number of occurrences of properties identified
in the API and end-user documentation without in-depth study of the software archi-
tecture and design. Note that the numbers here are much lower than for example for
Cocoon, because we studied only the API definitions, but now how Tomcat implements
them. Thus the multiplying effect of inheritance is not reflected in these numbers. Ta-
ble B.7 shows the classes affected by the identified properties.
The bugs that entered our study for Tomcat were retrieved via a custom query to
the Apache Bugzilla issue tracker. We selected only “Tomcat6” as a product, all compo-
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Class Number
Total bugs 109
concurrency 4
immutable 2
initialized 6
language 3
other 1
Table B.8. Tomat Issue Clusters
Property Issues
concurrency 42753, 42803, 42840, 43846
immutable 42361, 42409
initialized 39355, 40012, 40820, 41797, 42077, 42934
language 41521, 42683, 43338
Table B.9. Mapping between properties and bug report numbers for Tomcat.
nents except “Documentation” and“Examples”, all status flags except “NEEDINFO” and
“VERIFIED”, with resolutions either none or “FIXED”, and severities above “enhance-
ment”. Since we conducted the study in two steps, we had to exclude eventual new
issues recorded in between by allowing only change dates before 2008-04-23. Running
a query set up like this, we retrieved 140 reports, out of which we then dropped 30 as
being documentation and example related, and one as clear duplicate that was copied
from earlier versions of Tomcat. The table below summarizes the clustering for these
remaining issues, and Table B.9 lists which issues have been identified as matching
which property.
Summary
The results obtained in our study have several implications: first, they corroborate
our hypothesis that a reasonable number of problems occurring in software can be
classified according to our scheme. Table B.10 summarizes the results. It lists the total
number of code bugs analyzed for each application, and how many have been found
to match our criteria of violating end-user requirements. It also gives a brief overview
of how many distinct classes the identified failures fall into, and which proportion of
the identified failures falls into these classes (coverage column). If the coverage is less
than 100% this indicates that there are some failures that we consider relevant to our
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Application Bugs Classes Coverage
total relevant
Cocoon 85 22 5 86 %
Lucene 63 13 5 61 %
Tomcat 109 15 4 94 %
Table B.10. Results of the failure analysis for the three selected applications. Total
bugs reports the number of code bugs, relevant bugs are those that have a clear con-
nection to a requirement in the user or API specification, Classes reports the number
of different classes into which more than one of the relevant bugs fall, and Coverage
is the percentage of relevant bugs that fall into one of the classes.
study, but that we could not place in one of the classes described at the beginning of
this section.
The results for the three different types of applications we analyzed vary enough to
hypothesize that the application type has an effect on the number and distribution of
property templates that occur. In particular the Lucene study may indicate that tightly
couple components, like they are typical within one library or application, may not
exhibit as many clear cut cases as other application types. This possibility encourages
us to further explore this connection, since it would also corroborate our hypothesis
that the types of failures captured by property templates are typical integration failures,
which should be comparatively rare within a tightly coupled library. However, we need
more data and further studies to be able to draw statistically valid conclusions.
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